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ED ITO RIAL Martin L. Fackler, MD 

We continue to get requests from our law en- ment administrators, popular gun press editors, and oth-
forcement members for more help in educating others in ers with a need to know it. 
their departments about handgun ammunition effects. Readers familiar with the Marshall/Sanow his-
They tell us that some of the "believers" of the Mar- tory will remember that in 1992, Law and Or,der pub-
shall/Sanow "data base" are, most unfortunately, admin- lished an article by Sanow. Shortly thereafter, editor 
istrators responsible for their department's  bullet selec- Bruce Cameron apologized to his readers for printing 
tion. Other members are just outraged that a cop and a Sanow's article, describing it as " information that has 
reservist cop would succumb to the temptation of money proven to be in error" as well as printing three letters 
and fame to fabricate a "data base" that would endanger refuting Sanow's claims. Unfortunately, the NRA has 
the very lives of their law enforcement colleagues. failed to live up to Mr. Cameron's journalistic standards. 
These members are frustrated that Marshall & Sanow The February 1998 issue of the new NRA magazine, 
have gotten away with their deception for so long de- American Guardian, contains a "one shot stop" article 
spite publication of irrefutable evidence exposing the by Marshall. When the nature of Marshall ' s  "data base" 
absurdity of their purported methods and the obvious was made known to the NRA, they were extremely em-
fiction of their "data base". We must agree that this barrassed at having been taken in. Mr. EG Bell, Jr., ex-
doesn't say much for the intelligence or integrity of the ecutive editor of NRA Publications, however, has ap-
popular gun press editors or their readers. parently chosen to do the "bureaucrat shuffle", hoping 

We are in the happy position of solving this di- that delays will cause this problem to go away without 
lemma in this issue of the Wound Ballistics Review. We having attention focused on it. Yes, publishing a retrac-
received a review of the Marshall/Sanow "data base" tion is always embarrassing, but failing to retract the 
over time from IWBA member Maarten van Maanen of article reflects adversely on the integrity of the entire 
the Netherlands. We are presenting his unique, elegant, NRA . Retracting the article and apologizing to readers 
straightforward, yet simple analysis as our lead article .  for publishing it is the only honest course of  action. 
Maarten van Maanen has demonstrated conclusively Duncan MacPherson's  article, "The Temporary 
that the Marsha/1-Sanow "data base" contains impossi- Wound Cavity", explains an important wounding 
ble results that totally discredit the claims made for it by mechanism in practical and useful terms. Gerard Out-
its authors and their advocates. Unlike earlier analyses, ton's  "Incapacitation Energy" deftly uses his study of an 
van Maanen's  approach is so simple and straightforward interesting and extremely unusual death as a teaching 
that it can be followed and completely understood by tool to explode a widespread myth. Dutton's article, as 
anyone. Following van Maanen's  article is "Undeniable well as much of my review of DiMaio's  book, apply 
Evidence", which outlines a revelation that pinpoints the principles set forth in MacPherson's  article. 
motive for the "smoking gun" detected by van Maanen. "The Need for a Method to Deal with Editorial 
It increases immensely the strength of van Maanen's  Abuse of  Power" deals with another melange of men-
findings. Finally, we have included a unique statistical dacity; this time from highly respected sources in the 
analysis of the Marshall-Sanow "data base" by Duncan medical community. Example One in this letter de-
MacPherson. It demonstrates that even that part of the scribes the medical anti-gun political cabal, which in-
"data base" that has not been shown to be obviously eludes physicians from the American public health 
impossible by van Maanen is so statistically improbable community, the taxpayer-funded Centers for Disease 
that no rational person could believe it. Unlike previous Control and Prevention, the Journal of the American 
statistical analyses which dealt with only part of the Medical Association, and the New England Journal of 
Marshall/Sanow "data base", MacPherson addresses and Medicine. The review article which documents the dis-
discredits their entire "data base". MacPherson's  analy- tortions and falsehoods is Guns and Public Health: Bpi-
sis is more complex than van Maanen' s, but is explained demic of Violence or Pandemic of Propaganda? by 
so fully and clearly that motivated readers will easily be IWBA charter member Don Kates, Esquire (et. al.). 
able to follow and understand it. Such clear and undeni- Readers interested in this scholarly review can obtain it 
able evidence will certainly brand any remaining "one from the IWBA - see page 48 for ordering instructions. 
shot stop" supporters as members of a lunatic fringe. An IWBA web page, www.iwba.com, is now 
We believe that most of our readers already knew from open. The IWBA Statement of Purpose, information on 
previous articles and their own evaluations what the first membership, and membership or subscriber applications 
three articles of this issue should now make clear to their can be copied from this web page. The technical section 
less gifted colleagues. We encourage them to make this of the web page will be open soon, and will be updated 
overwhelming evidence available to their law enforce- with technical information from time to time. 
Volume 4, Issue 2 Fall 1999 3 
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QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 
Question 

Can you tell me whether or not any .32 ACP or 
.380 ACP ammunition satisfies the penetration require
ments of the IWBA Handgun Ammunition Specification 
(the specification)? 

I deeply appreciate the work that you and your 
colleagues at the IWBA have done__, I learned of your 
work through the Firearms Tactical Institute web site. 
Information on that web site appears to indicate that no 
.32 or .380 jacketed hollow point ammunition would sat
isfy the penetration requirements of the specification, but 
that both .32 and .380 full metal jacket ammunition 
probably would. Do you agree? If no testing of . 32 or 
.380 ammunition has been done under adequate condi
tions, is it possible to reasonably speculate about whether 
any .32 or .380 ammunition could satisfy the penetration 
requirement of the specification. 

I have a handgun carry permit. Because of the 
nature of my daily business clothing it is very important 
for me to carry the smallest, lightest handgun which can 
produce sufficient penetration. I am considering either a 
North American Arms Guardian .32 (my first choice) or a 
Smith & Wesson Sigma .380 carried in an inside trouser
pocket holster, but I do not want to carry either of these 
handguns unless ammunition is available for them which 
can produce sufficient penetration. I would appreciate 
very much any information or advice you are willing to 
give me concerning this. 

Carson L. Owen 

Response 
While a short answer to this question is possible, 

this approach essentially gives an opinion as fact, which 
is not the purpose of the Wound Ballistics Review. I think 
it is more illuminating and useful to give a detailed re
sponse that carefully covers the issues and related facts 
and let the reader draw his own conclusions. The infor
mation available to me on the ammunition for these cali
bers follows; I hope it is adequate for your decision. 

Penetration in Bare Gelatin 
A reasonable estimate of bullet penetration in 

bare gelatin can be made for most handgun ammunition 
from the graphs in Chapter 10 of Reference 1. However, 
the JHP bullets in the .32 auto and .380 weigh about 60 
and 85 grains, respectively, and these weights are so low 
that they are off the graph. JHP bullet designs that ex-
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panded to give the penetration model parameters for JHP 
bullets2 would have expanded diameters of only 9.6mm 
and 11.6mm, respectively. Since these diameters corre
spond to .38 and .46 calibers, it is obvious that this isn't 
much expansion. One problem is that the manufacturers 
tend to design JHP bullets in these calibers that expand 
more than this in an attempt to give a better appearance, 
so the penetration is inadequate. This penetration prob
lem is illustrated by the penetration depths of full wadcut
ters (non-expanding) in these bullet weights, which are 
about 13 and 14 inches, respectively. These wadcutters 
would be by far the best choice in these calibers if they 
would feed reliably in the semi-auto pistols (but they 
won't). If you handload, the round in the chamber (the 
most important first shot) could be, and probably should 
be, a wadcutter. Typical FMJ rounds in these calibers 
and bullet weights have penetrations of about 16 and 19 
inches respectively. These are adequate penetrations, but 
the FMJ is not a very effective bullet shape in creating 
wound trauma. Slightly higher FMJ bullet weights are 
available in these calibers, but are unnecessary because 
more penetration is not needed. 

Penetration After Penetrating Clothing 

The JHP designs on calibers other than 9mm, 
.40S&W, and .45ACP tend to be primitive. Primitive in 
this context means that these designs represent the tech
nology of some 10 years or so ago rather than state of the 
art designs that provide much more robust expansion. 
The principle reason for this is economic; ammunition 
manufacturers must make expenditures to improve de
signs, and they are understandably loath to do this for 
calibers other than the "big 3" because the market is small 
and relatively unsophisticated. This is a serious problem 
for law enforcement in the area of backup guns, because 
the same ammunition problems exist in the most popular 
choices. In a search for adequate ammunition for backup 
guns, the LAPD firearms unit and 1 have tested the 
"primitive" JHP ammunition designs available; we found 
(as expected) that lhese designs do not expand reliably in 
the denim test in the IWBA Handgun Anununition Speci
fication. 

The bottom line in all of this is that if your as
sailant is wearing heavy clothing (or maybe even any 
clothing) the JHP bullets available in the .32 auto and 
.380 are likely to act essentially as FMJ rounds. They fail 
the IWBA Handgun Ammunition Specification in this 
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sense, although the penetration depth is adequate when 
they do not expand. 

Wound Trauma 

The 60 and 85 grain .32 auto and .380 bullets are 
also off the graph in wound trauma created as measured 
by volume of tissue crushed in the permanent wound cav
ity,3 but ideally could create about one third and one half 
respectively, of the wound trauma of a well designed 
.40S& W JHP bullet. Since the JHP bullets available in 
these calibers are far from ideal, the actual situation is 
even worse. This serves as fair warning that these bullets 
are too light to be anywhere near as effective as well de
signed bullets in the 9mm to .45ACP range. I presume 
that you already know this, at least in a general way, so 
the rest of this response interprets your question as how to 
make the best of this situation given that one of these two 
calibers must be chosen. 

The primary conclusion to be drawn is that the 
.380 is considerably more effective than the .32 auto. The 
effectiveness of the .380 is about 50% greater than the .32 
auto with ideal JHP bullets, but this is not very relevant 
because such bullets are not available at this time. With 
FMJ bullets (or JHP bullets acting like FMJ bullets), the 
.�80 creates about 27% more tissue crush, which is sig
mficant. You say that it is important for you to have the 
lightest handgun which produces sufficient penetration, 
but I would suggest you also consider wound trauma pro
duction in your evaluation criteria . 

Test Data 

The only test data that I am aware of in either 
caliber is the water testing of .380 JHP rounds reported in 
Reference 4. Most ammunition tested either didn't ex
pand at all or over expanded to cause inadequate penetra
tion. Two loads (Hornaday 90 grain XTP and Speer 90 
grain Gold Dot) performed quite well, with an estimated 
penetration of about 11 to 12 inches in standard gelatin. 
Expansion will not be greater in tissue, so these loads 
would be suitable assuming the lots available to you per
form similarly to those tested. At worst, these JHP bul
lets may fail to expand after penetrating clothing, but then 
they will perform similarly to FMJ rounds (which are 
your only other practical option). 

Future Developments 

There is hope that more advanced .380 ammuni
tion may become available because this is a fairly popular 
law enforcement backup gun caliber. I see no chance for 
advanced .32 auto bullet designs. 

Handgun Selection Issues 

The smallest caliber generally considered "ade
quate" in creating wound trauma is the 9mm or .38 Spe
cial (see Reference 5 for a detailed discussion and justifi
cation of this). However, this definition of "adequacy" 
really means that creation of more wound trauma does not 
demonstrably improve effectiveness. An increase in 
wound trauma is obviously desirable, but at this level it is 
prudent to consider other issues important in the applica
tion (e.g., shooter skill and ability to handle recoil). 

Sometimes requirements or strong desires in size 
and concealability dictate a handgun smaller than a typi
cal 9mm or .38 Special duty model. Carrying a .380 or 
short barreled 9mm or .38 Special in this case is not nec
essarily unwise; but does me�n that the carry gun is sig
nificantly less effective in creating wound trauma. The 
decision must be made by the person involved based on 
his needs and capabilities. 

The variation in effectiveness of handguns of any 
selected caliber in creating wound trauma with any am
munition is for practical purposes dependent only on the 
length of the barrel. Most ammunition is designed for 
standard length barrels, and most HJP bullets do not ex
pand well at the lower velocities from shorter barrels· 

' most small 9mm or .38 Special handguns have short bar-
rels and have ammunition expansion problems as a result. 
This expansion reduction or elimination significantly re
duces the effectiveness of these short barreled handguns 
relative to standard duty handguns of the same caliber. A 
2 �nch barrel .38 Special revolver has the advantage of 
bemg able to use wadcutters in all chambers, but has little 
other advantage over a .380. 

Duncan MacPherson 
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Added Response: 
The Full Wadcutter-
An Extremely Effective Bullet Design 

Duncan MacPherson mentioned the full wadcut
ter bullet in his answer above as the best choice for maxi
mum tissue disruption in the .380 and .32 auto. He 
recommended using it as the first bullet (loaded by hand 
into the chamber) since it is unlikely to feed reliably from 
the magazine in a semiautomatic handgun. This is excel
lent advice. 

Surprisingly, the considerable tissue disruption 
advantages of the full wadcutter bullet have been hereto
fore largely overlooked. It has generally been relegated to 
use with light loads as a paper-punching round - being 

forward circumference of the bullet, and a bullet made 
from a hard enough material so that striking living soft 
tissue at velocities in the 900 - 1200 ft/sec range will not 
cause a rounding off of this sharp leading edge. If made 
from lead, such a bullet should be made from the hardest 
alloy possible. 

easy to score on targets. Hatcher gave the full wadcutter 

Examining a hole made in target paper by a full 
wadcutter bullet beside one made by a round-nosed bullet 
of the same caliber shows one advantage of the full wad
cutter bullet design: it makes a much larger hole. The hole 
it makes in living tissue is also much larger than the one 
made by a round-nosed handgun bullet. But there is more 
to the advantage of the full wadcutter bullet than just the 
increased amount of tissue it disrupts. At the lower hand
gun striking velocities there is always the problem of 
round nosed bullets glancing off bone rather than pene
trating it; we have all heard of handgun rounds that strike 
the head at an angle and, rather than penetrating, passing 
around the head in the space between the scalp and the 
skull. Although everybody seems to have heard of this 
phenomenon, it is rare -- a very experienced forensic pa
thologist friend reports seeing it one time in his career. 
One can easily see how the sharp leading edge of a hard 
full wadcutter bullet would greatly improve the chances 
of the bullet digging in and penetrating the skull rather 
than sliding around it. Round nosed handgun bullets can 
also occasionally push aside large arteries, which are 
quite elastic. The sharp hard leading edge of a full wad
cutter bullet should insure that a piece of artery wall is 
removed by any tangential bullet hit. 

his highest rating for tissue disruption among the nonex
panding bullet shapes he tested, based in part on the erro
neous assumption that the temporary cavities produced by 
shooting into clay equated to permanent disruption in 
living tissue1• This misinterpretation is understandable: 
although the temporary cavity had been demonstrated 
before Hatcher did his experimentation, the dependence 
of its effects on its reaching an adequate size, and the 
varying susceptibility to disruption of the different types 
of tissues it displaces, were not worked out nor well ex
plained until the 1980s. We now know that by far the 
most critical tissue disruption mechanism for handgun 
bullets is the permanent cavity - the amount and location 
of tissue that is crushed by direct impact of the bullet. The 
development of the bullet penetration model enables 
computation of forces exerted on tissue during penetra
tion and shows that the force exerted by a full wadcutter 
duri�g tissue penetration is actually about 50% larger 
than a semiwadcutter of the same caliber and velocity.2 

Thus, purely dynamic considerations show that Hatcher 
was actually far too conservative in estimating the rela
tive effectiveness of the full wadcutter configuration. 

In the mid-1980s, while experimenting in the 
Wound Ballistics Laboratory at the Letterman Army In
stitute of Research, I did some work comparing various 
bullet shapes by turning these bullets on a metal lathe out 
of a solid brass rod. I made a few full wadcutter bullets 
from brass for a 45 Long Colt revolver. They were very 
simple to make: just truncated cylinders with two circum
ferential shallow grooves cut a few thousandths-of-an
inch deep on the sides, leaving three full-caliber driving 
bands to cut down a bit on the friction between bullet and 
bore. What I say about full wadcutters for the rest of this 
note will assume bullets with the essential characteristics 
of those bullets - a sharp right-angle edge around the 
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As a surgeon by profession, I am impressed by 
bullets with a cutting action (e.g., Winchester Talon and 
Remington Golden Saber). Cutting is many times more 
efficient at disrupting tissue than the crushing mechanism 
by which ordinary bullets produce the hole through which 
they penetrate. The secret to the increased efficacy of the 
full wadcutter bullet is the cutting action of its sharp 
circumferential leading edge. Actually, cutting is simply 
very localized crush; by decreasing the area over which a 
given force is spread, we can greatly increase the magni
tude of the amount of force delivered per unit area -
which is a fancy way of saying that sharp knives cut a lot 
better than dull ones. As a result, the calculation of forces 
on tissue during penetration underestimate the true effec
tiveness of the wadcutter bullet relative to other shapes. 

Another feature that is striking when testing of 
full wadcutter bullets in gelatin is the extremely straight 
path it makes - with no apparent bullet yaw whatsoever -
so that its cutting forward circumference stays facing 
forward where it does the most good during the bullet's 
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entire penetration.The localization of forces around its 
cutting circumference also gives the hard, sharp forward 
circumference full wadcutter excellent penetrating quali
ties. The full wadcutter bullet is unique in that it pos
sesses both good tissue disruption and good penetration 
capability. 

For those who might worry about its velocity 
loss in air because the full wadcutter's shape is the an
tithesis of streamlining, there is more good news. Bullet 
retardation force in air rises with the square of the bullet's 
velocity, and handgun bullet velocities are so low that the 
velocity lost is negligible in most practical use for any 
bullet shape. The Winchester ballistics table for the .38 
Special 148 grain wadcutter shows the muzzle velocity of 
710 ft/s dropping to 634 ft/s 50 yards downrange; the re
sulting tissue penetration drops from about 20 inches to 
about 18 Y2 inches. 3 

Lastly, the full wadcutter is reliable: it works the 
same all the time. Even the best handgun hollow point 
bullets can fail to expand on occasion: a plugged tip cav
ity, a bit of striking yaw due to a seemingly insignificant 
intermediate target, or some fail to expand for unknown 
reasons. The full wadcutter bullet has no tip cavity to be
come plugged, and ten degrees of striking yaw is not go
ing to destroy its effectiveness because, being stable in 
tissue, it will straighten out and penetrate well. The full 
wadcutter bullet's effectiveness is built into the bullet's 
original shape - it does not depend on bullet expansion 
(which is getting better all the time, but is still less than 
perfect). 

Yes, because full wadcutter bullets have been 
overlooked for so many years, finding suitable ones might 
be difficult - but the advantages they offer certainly make 
them worth the trouble. 

Martin L. Fackler 
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Comment: 
Quik-Shok Bullet Does Not Live Up to Hype 

As many members are probably aware, there is 
yet another "super bullet" on the market. The Quik-Shok, 
from Magnum Performance Ballistics, is the creation of 

Tom Burczynski who gave us the "Hydra-Shok" bullet. 
The idea behind Quik-Shok is that the bullet splits into 
three pieces after striking a body-type target. The ammu
nition is currently available in a .22 Long Rifle version. 
Manufactured for MPB by Blount, it is the CCI Stinger 
cartridge with a 32 grain bullet, designed to fragment in 
thirds. Muzzle velocity is advertised at 1500 f.s. An ear
lier version with a 36 grain bullet was manufactured by 
Industrias Tecnos in Mexico. Several popular handgun 
calibers and a 12 gauge slug are coming on the market. 
Centerfire rifle ammunition is in the works. 

The Quik-Shok story is an interesting case of 
what might be described as "look here, don't look there" 
advertising propaganda. I received sample ammunition 
from Mr. Burczynski and letters filled with anecdotes 
describing the alleged superiority of this ammunition. The 
flyer touting the Long Rifle arnrnunition contains the fol
lowing statement: "Rigorous testing has established the 
superior performance of the new Quik-Shok .22 Long 
Rifle cartridge -- providing consistent fragmentation into 
three separate segments -- even when discharged from a 
1" barreled firearm!" Later is the statement: "This unique 
Hyper Stressed bullet technology provides extreme accu
racy and delivers a new level of stopping power which far 
exceeds that of conventional hollow-point ammunition." 

The question is never considered whether split
ting into three pieces does, in fact, increase lethality. In 
effect, one thirty grain bullet is separated into three ten
grain segments. My understanding is that fragmenting 
bullets only create significantly increased damage when 
the fragments are moving at high speed -- in excess of 
2000 f.s. -- which in the case of low-powered rifle and 
handgun arnrnunition, they are not. It would seem logical 
that such a bullet, carefully aimed at a vital area might, in 
effect, triangulate the area and thus miss, creating a lesser 
injury. According to Burczynski, the terminal dispersion 
of the segments is intended to compensate for shortcom
ings in accuracy or aim and increase the chance of a 
fragment hitting a vital spot. I suppose it might, but 
chances are probably equal that it might not. 

In the lethality equation I have always considered 
bullet placement the single most important factor. A 
woodchuck hit in the brain or heart with a .22 Short is as 
dead as one blown up by a .220 Swift. A woodchuck's 
brain is about the size of a hickory nut; assured quick kills 
require hitting a target of slightly over an inch in diame
ter. 

The claim that the "unique Hyper Stressed bullet 
technology provides extreme accuracy" is an interesting 
one. This process consists of making three longitudinal 
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cuts on the slug core before the bullet is finally formed. 
This results in three seams in the bullet base. The split
ting of bullet bases (fairly common in Long Rifle bullets) 
is a major cause of "flyers" (out of group shots). 1 That 
flaws of this sort are deliberately introduced into the bul
let base is not conducive to improving accuracy. 

An accuracy test at 100 yards was carried out us
ing a Winchester Model 52C Bull-barrel target rifle, Red
field 12X 3200 target scope, portable bench rest. On 
3/6/98 5:40 PM, with an intermittent cross wind 1-3 mph, 
after a fouling shot, ammunition from the box supplied 
by Burczynski (lot L19C20) produced a five-shot group 
measuring 2.1". On 4/15/98 llAM-Noon, with intermit
tent cross winds of 4-7 mph, three five-shot groups pro
duced 1.9", 3.3" and 4.0" extreme spreads. A bench mark 
group of Winchester Power Point HP Long Rifle (lot 
1 KG42N) fired at the end of the test measured 1.5''. This 
is the most accurate HV hollow-point ammunition I have 
yet encountered, producing 100 yard groups as small as 
.55" under calm conditions. 

The average group size I obtained for Quik-shok 
is 2.9", in line with the 3 .0" CCI obtains in their test bar
rels. Various lots of Stinger ammunition fired in my 52 
produced 100 yard five-shot groups of 2.3", 1.6", 1.8", 
1.1", 1.3", 1.2" -- an average of 1.55" --�good for this 
cartridge and owing to one exceptionally accurate lot of 
ammunition that was virtually flyer free. 

In conclusion, I have no reason to doubt the ve
racity of the claimed kills. However, the lack of informa
tion on the range at which they were made and where 
bullets struck offers no support to any claim of increased 
lethality. Claims of superior accuracy are unsupported by 
manufacturer's tests and those I conducted, and accuracy 
is inferior to other (better performing) lots and types of 
Long Rifle high-velocity hollow-point ammunition I have 
test fired. 

C. Rodney James 

Reference 
I. James, C. Rodney, "Projectilescopy. "Handloader 's Digest/1994 

P.88 

Question 
I discovered the enclosed article on the internet 

the other day (http://defenselink.mil/news/Mar1999/ 
03041999_9903041.html) and I was hoping the IWBA 
might have some information on this new 5.56mm ammo. 
Apparently, as an environmental move, .223 ammunition 
is being made with a tungsten-tin core, as opposed to the 

conventional lead-steel in. present M855 ball ammunition. 
The article is not clear (and there are no links for 

further reference) as to whether this ammunition is des
tined to replace lead core bullets. My curiosity on this 
matter is driven by the fact that I do not believe that the 
new bullet would provide the same fragmentation behav
ior seen in the lead bullets, compromising the bullet's 
terminal effectiveness. If this bullet was being considered 
for standard use, and not range use, it's a backward step 
for the military. Can you shed any light on this matter? 

Mike Hagen 

Response 
As you state, the article really doesn't say that 

this tungsten-tin bullet will replace the existing M855 
round, although a casual reader could easily get that im
pression. The quotes attributed to Jim Arnold (Aberdeen 
Proving Ground Environmental Technology Division 
Chief) are mutually contradictory on cost and generally 
make him sound like the manager in a Dilbert cartoon, 
but this could be an unfair representation by the author of 
the article. In any case, there is not the slightest indica
tion that this Aberdeen tungsten-tin bullet is being de
signed with anything other that environmental considera
tions in mind. If this is true, the terminal ballistic per
formance of this bullet is quite likely to be significantly 
inferior to the M855. 

Arnold's quote that says tungsten-tin bullets will 
be more expensive is almost certainly correct, and his 
quote stating they are not is correspondingly wrong. Pro
posing to purchase 200 million more expensive bullets 
every year to solve an admittedly non-existent pollution 
problem is the kind of thing that provokes people to claim 
the military budget is too large and that some of this 
money could be better spent elsewhere. Arnold's stated 
plan to extend this to other calibers would just add to this 
waste. 

There is quite a lot of work going on in the gen
eral area of 5.56mm bullet design using metals other than 
lead, but not for environmental reasons; the objective is 
effectiveness in special purpose scenarios, not general 
military issue. In particular, special purpose tungsten-tin 
bullets are being designed to try to achieve superior ter
minal ballistic performance. We will report on this work 
in a future issue of the Journal if and when we can make a 
substantive assessment. 

Duncan MacPherson 
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DISCREPANCIES IN THE MARSHALL 

& SANOW ''DATA BASE'': AN EVALUA

TION OVER TIME 
Maarten van Maanen 

Introduction 
Over ten years ago, several gunwriters started 

publishing in the popular gun-press numbers and per
centages on the actual effectiveness of handgun ammu
nition. The first really organized tabulation of the "ac
tual performance of bullets on the street" was an article 
by Evan Marshall in the May 1987 premier issue of 
Petersen's Handguns purportedly tabulating on the real
life effectiveness of different types of ammunition1• 
This article was immediately hailed by many as the 
final answer to all discussions about bullet effective
ness. The percentages given in this article were ac
cepted at face-value by many readers and were only 
rarely criticized. In the November 1988 issue, the same 
magazine published an update2, this time listing both 
the number of cases as well as the number of "one shot 
stops". In 1992, a bo k by Marshall and Ed Sanow 
was published by Paladin Press3 in which new numbers 
were listed, followed in 1996 by a second book4• The 

Marshall & Sanow writings have received several very 
critical reviews.5-8 In these reviews it was pointed out 
that the numbers listed could not be true due to the fact 
that the data scatter normally found in such field-data 
was absent. Attempts to explain this effect always left 
me (and I suspect most other readers without a strong 
technical background) somewhat unsatisfied. Thinking 
about a less complex way to consider this issue led me 
to think about issues associated with the Marshall & 
Sanow data base, and most importantly, a very simple 
demonstration that the Marshall & Sanow data is not 
valid. 

Issue 1 -Data Base Ground Rules 
The emphasis on "one-shot-stops" and "one hit 

to the torso" incidents in the Marshall & Sanow books 
and articles has always surprised me. What happened in 
all those cases wherein the first torso hit did not inca
pacitate the opponent? Were additional shots fired until 
the opponent went down? What would you do? Mar-
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shall makes a point of the fact that these cases were 
ignored, but why wasn't such a case included in the 
not-stopped group rather than simply being ignored 
completely? Marshall & Sanow consider a shooting 
with one torso hit, no stop, and subsequent misses a 
"one stop shot" failure; but

" 
a shooting with one torso 

hit, no stop, and a subsequent second torso hit a case to 
be ignored. The most reasonable assignment of multi
ple hit shootings is as "one shot stop" failures; the logic 
ofMarshall & Sanow's failure to do this needs explana
tion, as it seems utterly irrational. This observation was 
made as early as 1992,9 but no attempt has been made 
to correct the problem. 

Issue 2 -Evaluating the Shootings 
The total of shooting cases given in References 

2, 3, and 4 are summarized in Table 1. Reference 2 
( 1988) shows a total of 3024 cases, Reference 3 (1992) 
shows a total of 6 1 36 cases, and Reference 4 (1996) 
shows a total of 20742 cases. So, the number of cases 
added to the Marshall & Sanow "database" was 14606 
between 1992 and 1996; an average of 10 cases per day 
365 days per year. This does not even consider the 
cases that were analyzed and rejected for inclusion as a 
result of this analysis. Marshall claims that appropriate 
cases are " ... extremely difficult to obtain. For every 
fifty shootings that I heard about, I might obtain enough 
data in ten to include in this study".9 Each day's work 
must then include not only Marshall & Sanow's 
claimed careful evaluation of all the necessary details 
for each of the 10  shootings accepted for the "data 
base", but also examination of each of 40 other shoot
ings with enough care to judge them unacceptable. I'm 
not sure how much work it would be to track ten cases 
a day but just the reading, appropriate evaluation and 
filing of each individual case could easily make it a full 
day's work. Experts evaluating shootings for court tes
timony typically spend much more than one day in 
analysis of each case. 

One must conclude that the care taken m 
9 
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evaluating the shootings that make up the Marshall & 
Sanow "data" is at best far less than the author's 
claims in the description of the process. One could 
easily conclude that time available for evaluating each 
case inherently makes the integrity of any evaluation 
process indistinguishable from simply making up the 
shooting cases outright. 

Table 1 - Total Number of Source Cases 
Petersen Handgun Street 

Handguns Stopping Stoppers 

Power 

Caliber Nov. 1 988 1 992 1 996 

.22 Long Rifle 3922 

.25 ACP 6366 

.32 ACP 1 2  1 57 206 

.380 ACP 1 24 327 534 

.38 Special 1 1 77 1 571 3469 

9mm Parabellum 382 1 230 2347 

.357 Magnum 640 1 349 1 527 

.40 S&W 327 

1 0mm 1 1 2 

.41 Mag num 73 1 83 2 1 8  

.44 Special 73 1 34 1 97 

.44 Magnum 203 242 298 

.45 ACP 2 1 7  744 1 01 9  

.45 Long Colt 1 23 1 99 200 

Total cases 3024 61 36 20742 

Total i ncrease 31 1 2  1 4606 

Average per year 778 3652 

Average per day 2 1 0  

A Simple Analysis Procedure 
The setup of this evaluation is simple and uses 

the three publications by Marshall & Sanow already 
mentioned (References 2, 3, and 4). In each of these 
publications every specific type of ammunition is listed 
with the total number of cases and the number of "one
shot-stops", from which a percentage is calculated. In 
each following publication the number of cases has in
creased, giving a new total and percentage. This means 
that if different totals are given in each publication, the 
increase in both number and "one-shot-stops" can be 
calculated by simply subtracting. The same can then be 
done for the third publication. The first data set is the 
data up to 1988 from Reference 2, the second data set is 
the data from 1988 to 1 992 (the 1992 data from Refer
ence 3 minus the 1988 data from Reference 1), and the 

1 0  

third data set is the data from 1992 to 1996 (the 1996 
data from Reference 4 minus the 1992 data from refer
ence 3).  Each data set then supplements the previous 
data sets without any overlapping or double counting of 
cases, and each data set has its own "one-shot-stop" per
centages. The sum of all three of these data sets for any 
caliber and ammunition type will give the total data as 
published in 1996 (Reference 4). These calculations are 
not difficult and are both easily verified and understood. 
The data from the three References as well as the calcu
lated data set values are given in Table 2. Types of 
ammunition which have been listed in only one Refer
ence have been omitted. References 2 and 4 list both the 
2 inch barrel .38 Special shootings and the 4 inch barrel 
.38 Special shootings explicitly for all loads. Reference 
3 lists the 2 inch barrel .38 Special shootings and all .38 
Special shootings for all loads; the 4 inch barrel loads 
were obtained by subtraction. With this exception, each 
and every number of shootings and number of "one shot 
stops" in the table is directly quoted from the Refer
ences. The percentages are computer calculated directly 
from these numbers to ensure accuracy; some of these 
percentages shown in the References have small errors. 

Note that there are 9407 shootings in various 
loads and calibers in the above analysis. There are 608 
shootings in these same calibers that are omitted be
cause they involve types of ammunition which are listed 
in only one Reference. There are 10727 shootings in 
calibers first appearing in Reference 4. These subsets 
make up the total of20742 shootings that appear in Ref
erence 4. 

Simple Analysis Shows 
Misrepresentations 

One of the striking differences in the Marshall 
& Sanow publications has always been that most am
munition seems to give better results over time. Since 
the second and third publications are averaged results 
over up to three data sets, any increase in percentage 
must be caused by the added data set, which must have 
an even higher percentage. This can be easily seen in 
Table 2. This result in and of itself is not necessarily a 
problem. A more serious concern is the fact that out of 
a total of 25 1 caliber/load combinations, 8 show a 
100% stopping power percentage. What cannot be 
explained is the fact that another 16 caliber/load 

combinations show either a greater than 100% 
stopping percentage or negative numbers. These 
negative numbers mean that fewer cases are 
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Table 2 - Marshaii/Sanow Statistics 

1 988 data 1992 data 1996 data 1 988 to 1992 data 

Caliber and load 
.32 ACP 
WW 60gr STHP 
WW 71gr FMJ 

Shots Stops % Shots Stops % Sh.ots Stops % Shots Stops % 

12 7 58% 61 36 59% 
50% 

83 52 63% 49 29 59% 

.380ACP 
Fed 90gr JHP 
WW 85gr STHP 
RP 88gr JHP 
CCI 88gr JHP 
Horn 90gr JHP 
Fed 95gr FMJ 

22 
31 
17 
18 
9 
27 

.38 Special, +P, +P+, 2" barrel only 
WW 158gr LHP+P 29 
Fed 158gr LHP+P 23 
Rem 158gr LHP+P 16 
Fed 125gr JHP+P 26 
Rem 125gr JHP+P 39 
CCI 1 25gr JHP+P 18 
WW 125gr JHP+P 24 
Fed 125gr JSP+P 48 
Fed 158gr SWC 53 
Fed 158gr RNL 1 1 2 
Rem 95gr JHP+P 58 
WW 1 10gr JHP+P 50 

.38 Special, +P, +P+, 4" barrel only 
WW 158gr LHP+P 82 
Fed 158gr LHP+P 66 
Rem 158gr LHP+P 58 
Fed 125gr JHP 39 
Rem 125gr JHP+P 28 
CCI 125gr JHP+P 21 
WW 125gr JHP+P 20 
Fed 125gr JSP+P 52 
Fed 1 58gr SWC 68 
Fed 1 58gr RNL 1 09 
Rem 95gr JHP 84 
WW 1 10gr JHP +P 54 

.357 Magnum 
Fed 125gr JHP 
RP 125grJHP 
CCI 125gr JHP 
Fed 1 10gr JHP 
WW 125grJHP 
RP 1 1 0gr JHP 
WW 145gr STHP 
RP 125gr JHP Medium 
RP 158grJHP 
Fed 158gr JHP 
WW 158grJHP 
Fed 158gr LHP-Nyclad 
CCI 158gr JSP 
WW 158gr SWC 
Fed 158gr SWC 
RP 158gr SWC 
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48 
37 
24 
39 
53 
19 
26 

19 
26 
51 

18 
64 
24 
38 

96 48 

1 3 59% 94 
19 61% 59 
10 59% 31 
10 56% 30 
5 56% 19 
15 56% 80 

18 
14 
10 
15 
23 
10 
1 3 
26 
27 
57 
30 
25 

62% 57 
61% 38 
63% 35 
58% 45 
59% 69 
56% 35 
54% 41 
54% 68 
51% 89 
51% 194 
52% 83 
50% 73 

65% 1 1 2 
64% 125 
64% 62 
62% 122 
61% 17 
62% e 

60 
32 
17 
16 
1 0 
4 1 

38 
25 
23 
28 
42 
20 
23 
36 
44 
95 
43 
37 

85 
91 
44 
86 
14 6 

123 62 50% 

64% 109 
54% 82 
55% 51 
53% 57 
53% 26 
51% 131 

67% 106 
66% 1 1 1  
66% 81 
62% 103 
61% 91 
57% 53 
56% 63 
53% 
49% 167 
49% 319 
52% 1 1 8 
5 1% 

76% 302 
73% 209 
71% 143 
70% 214 
82% 106 

75 69% 
50 61% 
29 57% 
33 58% 
14 54% 
67 51% 

71 67% 
73 66% 
53 65% 
67 65% 
59 65% 
34 64% 
39 62% 

82 49% 
157 49% 
71 60% 

235 78% 
161 77% 
100 70% 
156 73% 
77 73% 
52 70% 

72 47 65% 
28 1 3 46% 
14 7 50% 
12 6 50% 
10 5 50% 
53 26 49% 

28 20 71% 
15 1 1  73% 
19 13 68% 
19 13 68% 
30 19 63% 
17 1 0 59% 
17 10 59% 
20 10 50% 
36 17 47% 
82 38 46% 
25 1 3 52% 
23 1 2 52% 

30 32 107% 
59 49 83% 
4 7 175% 
83 62 75% 
-1 1 -3 
·15 -7 

53 
42 
37 
24 
17 
1 3 
12 
30 
37 
60 
46 
30 

60% -3 4 1 33% 
100:. 74 

·17 -8 

41 
33 
21 
32 
45 
15 
20 

14 
19 
36 

12 
46 
17 
25 

58% 25 
54% 85 
55% 1 12 
55% 49 
56% 10 

85% 
89% 
88% 
82% 
85% 
79% 
77% 

74% 
73% 
71% 

67% 
72% 
71% 
66% 

406 
1 16 
71 
63 
77 
34 
48 
12 
27 
58 
72 
1 1  
29 
89 
36 
71 

1 8 
48 
65 
32 
8 

390 
1 09 
65 
57 
67 
29 
40 
1 0 
22 
47 
57 
8 
21 
64 
25 
48 

72% 
56% 278 
58% 456 
65% 1 1 9 
80% 

96% 523 
94% 204 
92% 153 
90% 204 
87% 105 
85% 53 
83% 84 
83% 23 
81% 38 
81% 
79% 
73% 42 
72% 
72% 98 
69% 
68% 

·27 ·12 
144 52% 17 1 1 65% 
231 51% 3 5 167% 
78 66% ·35 ·14 

-44 ·22 

501 96% 358 
196 96% 79 
143 93% 47 

349 97% 
76 96% 
44 94% 

184 90% 24 25 104% 
91 87% 24 
47 89% 15 
71 85% 22 
19 83% 12 
31 82% 8 

32 
21 

34 81% 11 
11 

71 72% 25 
12 
33 

22 92% 
14 93% 
20 91% 
10 83% 
8 1®96'.; 
28 88% 
21 1(10% 
8 73% 
9 82% 
18 72% 
8 67% 
23 70% 

data with 100% effectiveness 
- false data 

Fal/ 1999 

1 992 to 1996 data 

Shots Stops % 

22 16 73% 
27 14 52% 

15 15 100% 
23 18 78% 
20 12 60% 
27 17 63% 
7 4 57% 
51 26 51% 

" 49 33 67% 
73 48 66% 
46 30 65% 
58 39 67% 
22 17 77% 
18 14 78% 
22 16 73% 

78 38 49% 
125 62 50% 
35 28 80% 

190 150 79% 
84 70 83% 
81 56 69% 
92 70 76% 
89 63 71% 
68 46 68% 

193 96 50% 
344 166 48% 
70 46 66% 

1 17 
88 
82 
141 
28 
19 
36 
1 1 
1 1  

31 

9 

1 1 1  
87 
78 
127 
24 
18 
31 
9 
9 

26 

7 

95% 
99% 
95% 
90% 
86% 
95% 
86% 
82% 
82% 

84% 

78% 

1 1  
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Caliber and load 
9mm, +P, +P+ 
Fed 1 15gr JHP +P+ 
WW 1 1 5gr JHP +P+ (04174) 
RP 1 1 5gr +P+ 
Fed 124gr LHP Nyclad 
Fed 124gr HSHP +P+ 
Fed 1 1 5gr JHP 
WW 1 1 5gr STHP 
RP 1 1 5gr JHP 
Fed 147gr JHP 
Fed 124gr HSHP 
CCI 1 15gr JHP 
Fed 147gr HSHP 
WW 147gr JHP-OSM 
Horn 90gr JHP 
Horn 1 1 5gr JHP 
WW 1 15gr FMJ 

. 45 ACP 
Fed 230gr HSHP 
CCI 200gr JHP 
Fed 185gr JHP 
RP 185gr JHP +P 
WW 185gr STHP 
RP 185grJHP 
WW 230gr FMJ 
Fed 230gr FMJ 
RP 230gr FMJ 

.41 Magnum 
WW 170gr STHP 
WW210grJHP 
RP 210gr JSP 
RP 210gr SWC 
WW210gr SWC 

.44 Special 
Fed 200gr LHP 
WW 200gr STHP 
WW 246gr RNL 
RP 240gr SWC . 44 Magnum 
WW 210gr STHP 
Fed 180gr JHP 
RP 240gr SJHP 
WW240gr JHP 
WW240gr SWC 
Fed 240gr JHP 
RP 240gr SWC Med. 

.45 Long Colt 
Fed 225gr LHP 
WW 225gr STHP 
WW255gr RNL 
RP 255 r SWC 

Total cases ll.sted 

1 988 data 

Shots Stops % 

29 23 79% 

56 40 71% 
89 63 71% 
64 45 70% 

40 28 70% 

10 8 80% 
12 7 58% 
19 1 3 68% 
63 38 60% 

46 34 74% 
36 25 69% 

30 21 70% 
26 18 69% 
79 51 65% 

14 12 86% 
9 7 78% 
1 1 9 82% 
20 1 5 75% 
19 14 74% 

19 1 3 68% 
20 14 70% 
24 18 75% 
10 7 70% 

20 17 85% 
16 1 3 81% 
12 10 83% 
26 21 81% 
30 24 80% 
21 18 86% 
40 28 70% 

30 21 70% 
29 20 69% 
64 41 64% 

2832 1860 68% 
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Table 2 continued 
1992 data 1996 data 1988 to 1992 data 1992 to 1996 data 

Shots Stops % Shots Stops % Shots Stops % Shots Stops % 

56 50 89% 
51 45 88% 
15 1 3 87% 
106 87 82% 
22 18 82% 
127 1 03 81% 
21 1 167 79% 
106 81 76% 
16 12 75% 
21 16 76% 
71 51 72% 
49 35 71% 
89 61 69% 
25 16 64% 
32 20 63% 
148 90 61% 

43 38 88% 
62 53 85% 
91 77 85% 
24 20 83% 
61 49 80% 
56 44 79% 
139 89 64% 
166 104 63% 
102 62 61% 

44 39 89% 
29 24 83% 
25 20 80% 
46 35 76% 
39 29 74% 

32 23 72% 
45 32 71% 
46 31 67% 
1 1 7 64% 

33 29 88% 
23 20 87% 
22 19 86% 
36 30 83% 
44 36 82% 
31 25 81% 
53 39 74% 

57 44 77% 
43 32 74% 
85 59 69% 
1 4  g 64% 

5892 4257 72% 

109 98 90% 
98 88 90% 
57 51 89% 
239 200 84% 
63 54 86% 
208 170 82% 
304 252 83% 
167 136 81% 
27 21 78% 
106 86 81% 
1 35 107 79% 
278 218 78% 
232 172 74% 

256 161 63% 

56 50 89% 
22 22 1 00% 
15 1 3 87% 
106 87 82% 
22 18 82% 
71 63 89% 
122 104 85% 
42 36 86% 
16 1 2 75% 
21 16 76% 
31 23 74% 
49 35 71% 
79 53 67% 
13 9 69% 
13 7 54% 
85 52 61% 

53 48 91% 
47 43 91% 
42 38 90% 
133 1 1 3 85% 
41 36 88% 
81 67 83% 
93 85 91% 
61 55 90% 
1 1 9 82% 
85 70 82% 
64 56 88% 
229 1 83 80% 
143 1 1 1  78% 

108 71 66% 

71 67 94% ��4�3--}38�-�88�%��c:�:;· i. ·=· 
1 1 1 98 88% 49 45 92% 
75 65 87% 55 52 95% 
44 40 91% 24 20 83% 20 20 100% 
73 60 82% 31 28 90% 12 1 1  92% 
114 92 81% 30 26 87% 58 48 83% 
179 1 1 2 63% 60 38 63% 40 23 58% 
168 106 63% 166 104 63% 2 2 100% 
1 22 79 65% 102 62 61% 20 17 85% 

53 47 89% 
34 28 82% 
31 25 81% 
57 43 75% 
43 32 74% 

49 36 73% 
60 45 75% 
71 46 65% 
17 1 1  65% 

50 45 90% 
37 33 89% 
34 30 88% 
43 36 84% 

35 28 80% 
55 42 76% 

69 54 78% 
53 39 74% 
59 41 69% 
19 12 63% 

9407 6916 74% 

30 27 90% 
20 17 85% 
14 1 1  79% 
26 20 77% 
20 15 75% 

1 3 10 77% 
25 18 72% 
22 13 59% 
1 0 0% 

13 12 92% 
7 7 100% 
10 9 90% 
10 9 90% 
14 12 86% 
10 7 70% 
13 1 1 85% 

27 23 85% 
14 12 86% 
21 18 86% 

2950 2340 79% 

data w�h 100% effectiveness 
false data 

9 8 89% 
5 4 80% 
6 5 83% 
1 1  8 73% 
4 3 75% 

17 1 3 76% 
15 1 3 87% 
25 15 60% 
6 4 67% 

17 16 94% 
14 13 93% 
12 11 92% 
7 6 86% 

4 3 75% 
2 3 150% 

12 10 83% 
10 7 70% 

5 3 60% 

4061 3032 75% 
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reported in a later Reference, which is in total contra
diction to everything that Marshall & Sanow have 
claimed in developing their "data base". If this "data 
base" is real, why were cases dropped and what was 
the criteria for selecting which ones to drop? Even 
more importantly from the standpoint of integrity, 
why has no mention of this manipulation of the "data 
base" ever been mentioned? Any kind of secret re
evaluation of the results and elimination of selected 
cases is a clear-cut violation of any form of doing re
search because it is one form of "fudging" the data. 

Obviously, most of the caliber/load combina
tions which show a "one shot stop" percentage of 
100% do not seem realistic. The Winchester 9mm 
1 15-grain +P+ load 1988 data shows a 79% rating 
while the second data set ( 1992 minus 1988) shows a 
full 100% effectiveness in 22 cases. Not only does this 
suggest that the effectiveness of this type of ammo 
suddenly increased 2 1 %, it has become nothing short 
of perfect. An even more miraculous jump to perfec
tion can be seen with the .380ACP Federal 90-grain 
JHP, which has a sudden jump from 65% to 100% 
between the second and third data sets and a 4 1 %  dif
ference between the first and third data sets. Anyone 
who has ever tested any of the .380ACP JHP-types of 
ammo in gelatin will know how unimpressive the per
formance of these rounds is. So, if this unimpressive 
performance is good for 100% one-shot-stops, then 
why are rounds like the .357 Magnum, .45 ACP or .44 
Magnum not showing the same results? 

But this is not all. Look at the .45 ACP CCI 
200-grain JHP-ammo. From 74% in 1988,  the 1988 to 
1992 data set shows 1 9  stops in 1 6  cases, a 119% ef
fectiveness. This, of course, is simply impossible . 
Yet, Table 2 shows there are eight caliber/load 
combinations in which such impossible greater 
than 100% ratings have been produced by Mar
shall & Sanow during one of the data taking inter

vals. 
These greater than 100% stopping percentage 

or negative numbers (showing mysterious disappear
ing shootings) are fairly described as misrepresenta
tions because they demonstrate conclusively that the 
Marshall & Sanow "data base" is not as it has been 
claimed to be. Specifically: • Marshall & Sanow have claimed to have con

tinuously colleCted their "data base" of shoot
ings over time; this makes having fewer shoot
ings in particular caliber and load combinations 

at later dates impossible, but 8 such conditions 
exist in their "data base". • Marshall & Sanow have 8 particular caliber and 
load combinations that show a completely im
possible greater than 100% "one shot stop" per
centages in their "data base". 

Conclusion 
The simple analysis procedure I have used 

show a clear basis for claims of unreasonable charac
teristics in the Marshall & Sanow "data base" in ear
lier reviews5"8 • However, I believe that demonstrating 
the misrepresentations by the simple arithmatic 
method I have used adds an element that was missing 
in the previous reviews. ntis simple proof can be fol
lowed completely and understood by every reader, 
including myself and others who lack a strong techni
cal background . 

I believe the Marshall & Sanow "data base" is 
completely discredited by the impossible conditions 
shown to exist in it. 
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UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE 
Martin L. Fackler, MD 

Introduction 
Most evidence is  questionable to some de

gree. Every now and then, however, a piece of 
evidence comes along which is  not. The presiden
tial semen on Monica Lewinski ' s  dress was such 
undeniable evidence .  The "more than 1 00%" bul
let effectiveness statistics found in the Marshall
Sanow "data base" by Maarten van Maanen (see 
pages 9- 1 3 )  is  such undeniable evidence .  

From the outset, those with training in  sta
tistics, those schooled in scientific method, those 
with experience in scientific research, and even 
those laymen who do their own thinking, have be
lieved that the "one shot stop" statistics published 
by Marshall were not collected as claimed, but 
simply made up - fabricated. As time went by, 
with each new publication swelling the "data 
base," evidence of the fabricated nature of the sta
tistics became stronger. But still ,  Marshall ' s  
claims were believed b y  many; and they received 
continuing support from the popular gun press -
notably Guns & A mm o  of the Petersen Publica
tions group that printed the first articles on "one
shot stops" 1 '2 

Although support declined as the Marshall
Sanow claims showed new flaws with each suc
ceeding publication, a l ingering base of support 
has continued. Now, however, van Maanen has 
presented evidence so compelling, and immedi
ately recognizable as undeniable, that it is difficult 
to imagine many remaining "believers" in the 
Marshall-Sanow camp. Sadly, however, there will 
always be "believers"; primarily those with mea
ger intellectual gifts and those so inherently indo
lent that they will accept the word of some "ex
pert" for anything that would require the least 
amount of thought. Maarten van Maanen has pro
vided clear, undeniable ,  easily understandable 
evidence that devastates the Marshall-Sanow 

14 

"data". Marshall & Sanow' s  victimization of the 
ignorant and the indolent, which lasted nearly a 
dozen years, has at last come to an end. Faced 
with van Maanen ' s  elegant, yet simple, revelations 
that require no more than grade school arithmetic 
(subtraction and division) to verify,  I suspect that 
even Marshall & Sanow' s  staunchest supporters 
will be running for the hills .  The clear, easily un
derstandable, well documented, and undeniable 
facts will brand any remaining supporters as intel
lectually challenged in the extreme - they will, 
quite literally, be laughed at. 

The Smoking Gun Blows Another Puff 
Table 2 in van Maanen ' s  article shows a 

striking cluster of false data in the . 3 8  Special 
four-inch barrel l isting; three of the 1 2  listings 
show "more than 1 00%" bullet effectiveness, and 
six show an impossible fewer shootings listed in 
1 992 than were l isted for the same cartridge in 
1 988 .  This is impossible because Marshall & 
Sanow have claimed that their "data base" is a list 
of all shootings that met their criteria for inclu
sion. Once l isted, a shooting cannot evaporate; 
each succeeding list must have at least as many 
shootings as the previous list. That the majority of 
Marshall & Sanow' s  impossible results should oc
cur clustered in the listing of results from the . 3 8  
Special cartridge alone is  indeed strange: and they 
all occurred in cases in which that cartridge was 
fired from a handgun with a four-inch barrel, 
while none occurred when a two-inch barrel was 
used. For such a bizarre finding there must be a 
reason. Let me share what I believe it to be. 

No thinking person can help being struck 
by the extreme regularity of the near identical re
sults of Marshall ' s  two . 3 8  Special listings in his 
1 988  paper:2 the 1 2  bullets listed showing exactly 
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the same order of effectiveness when shot from a 
two-inch barrel as when shot from a four-inch bar
rel - with every one of the effectiveness percent
ages in the four-inch barrel listing being three to 
five percentage points higher than the same load 
fired from a two-inch barrel . These results virtu
ally shout to anybody with training in statistics ,  or 
experience in research, or even anybody with an 
open inquisitive mind and a modicum of common 
sense. What they are shouting is that not only are 
these results fabricated, but they were made up by 
somebody with no knowledge of statistics .  

I composed a handout entitled Too Good to 
be True which discussed Marshall ' s  bizarre . 3 8  
Special li stings, and their significance. I gave out 
these handouts during talks to various law en
forcement and firearm instructor groups, begin
ning in 1 9 8 9 ,  although this information was not 
published until 1 9 9 2 . 3 Undoubtedly, some of these 
handouts found their way to Marshall .  Thus 
alerted to the suspicions raised by his too-close
agreement of results, I believe Marshall attempted 
to avoid such a problem, in his first book coau
thored with Sanow,4 by doctoring his "data" .  I 
believe Marshal l  thought he could escape future 
criticism by adding variation to the four-inch bar
rel list of .3 8 Special shootings alone to eliminate 
the close agreement with the two-inch barrel l ist 
of . 3 8  Special shootings .  Marshall & Sanow also 
changed the way they reported the two barrel 
length lists in their 1 9 92 book: l isting those from a 
two-inch barrel as before, but making the second 
list "all" . 3 8  Special shootings. By changing to 
that irrational presentation format, they apparently 
sought to discourage comparisons between the 
two-inch and four-inch l ists .  I guess they forgot 
how easy it is to reconstitute the four-inch list 
simply by subtracting the two-inch numbers from 
the total . I believe Marshall & Sanow neglected to 
correlate their doctoring of the four-inch barrel list 
with previous statistics - and fell from the "too 
good to be true" trap into the even more incrimi
nating "impossible numbers" trap . The cluster, 
nine of 1 2  in the four-inch barrel list showing 
more than 1 00 %  bullet effectiveness ,  or impossi
ble decreases of the number of shootings over 
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time, stands out like a spotl ight in van Maanen ' s 
Table 2 .  
Summary 

In my view, van Maanen ' s  findings of im
possible "more than 1 00 % "  bullet effectiveness, 
and impossible fewer-shootings-at-a-later-date 
numbers in the Marshall-Sanow statistics removes 
any doubt that their "data" can be anything but 
fabricated and fraudulent . Even more revealing 
than the existence of these impossible results is 
this cluster in that small  part of the statistics 
where Marshall & Sanow have a compelling rea
son to add increased variation - to try to avoid a 
recurrence of the "Too ,Good to be True" suspi- . 
cions generated at that point in the past. This in
disputable fact increases immensely the strength 
of van Maanen ' s  evidence .  
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THE MARSHALL & SANOW ''DATA'' 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS TELLS THE 

UGLY STORY Duncan MacPherson 

Introduction 
Evan Marshall has been a bad joke to almost 

every technically trained person ever since his earliest 
articles on his "data base" were published.1  Ed Sanow 
has been part of this act since at least 1992 when Marshall 
& Sanow's first jointly authored book was published.2 
Statistical analyses of this "data base" was the source of 
the certainty that this Marshall & Sanow "data base" was 
nonsense. Unfortunately, recognition and understanding 
of this kind of statistical analysis is not easy for those 
without technical training, so it has been easy for Mar
shall & Sanow and their advocates to just ignore this 
criticism because their target audience doesn't understand 
it and ignores it. This was and continues to be frustrating 
to those who understand all aspects of this whole situa
tion, but can't think of anything to do about it. 

We can hope that this frustration will be mostly a 
memory with the publication of Maarten van Maanen's 
article (pages 9-13) .  While there are always those who 
reject any truth, however obvious, most persons will now 
recognize that the statistical criticism must have been 
valid even if they don't completely follow the details 
themselves. With the case closed, there may be some 
renewed interest in how statisticians actually knew what 
was going on based just on their analyses. This article 
briefly recapitulates the statistical flaws in this "data 
base" uncovered over the years, tries one more time to 
explain this process to a lay audience, and explains how 
statistical analysis can be applied to the results that van 
Maanen has tabulated to show that even the data in van 
Maanen's  analysis that is not obviously false is so statisti
cally unlikely that it would be foolish to believe it valid. It 
is also important to note that while the earlier statistical 
analyses of the Marshall & Sanow "data base" focused on 
relatively small areas of the total "data", this analysis dis
credits all of the Marshall & Sanow "data base". 

History 
Marshall 's infamous 1 988 article1 really was the 

start of his troubles. This article contained data that Dr. 

some detail elsewhere in this issue (pages 14-1 5). In 
summary, this table showed a regularity of performance 
so preposterous that every statistically knowledgeable 
person who saw it gagged. Dr. Carroll Peters calculated 
the probability of this regularity occurring by chance as 1 
in 100 billion billion; this was reported in Reference 3 
along with an explanation of the problem, but unfortu
nately this analysis was never otherwise published. This 
table in Reference 3 also provoked me into including sev
eral pages in Reference 4 devoted to an explanation of the 
problems with combat data, a short explanation of statis
tics, a discussion of fraud in manufacturing data, and an 
example loosely (but clearly) based on this table. The 
subsequent "data base" tabulation2 and the latest versions 
did not show the earlier regularity. However, the unbe
lievably clumsy way apparently used to change this "data 
base" only came to light from an examination of van 
Maanen's analysis (see pages 9- 13). 

Marshall & Sanow's  1996 books managed to 
make essentially the same mistake all over again in a 
completely different area of the "data base". This time 
the preposterous regularity was in the "data" showing the 
relative effectiveness of one torso shot vs. two torso shots. 
This is discussed in more detail in Reference 6, but the 
bottom line is that the probability that this data could be 
created by chance (i .e., that it is real) is about 1 in 80 mil
lion. This is still preposterous, but it is less preposterous. 
If one thought this was a trend, they could conclude that 
Marshall & Sanow will actually be publishing credible 
data by the year 2030 or thereabouts. However, this pre
diction would be unjustified because the latest results 
show they aren't getting any smarter after all. 

Statistics 
Statistical analysis can get complicated, but un

derstanding it well enough to see why Marshall & 
Sanow's  "data base" is incredibly unlikely is not that dif
ficult. Fortunately, this is especially true for the latest 
analysis based on the results that van Maaren has tabu
lated. However, a lot of people don't want to go through 

Martin Fackler collected in a table whiCh is described in the effort to understand equations, so the equations used 
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to make the actual probability calculations are given and 
explained with an example in Appendix 1 .  Appendix 1 
can be used as the reader wishes; look at it now, look at it 
after reading the rest of the article, or don't look at it at 
all. Readers who don't want to get into the mathematics 
themselves should feel free to take Reference 1 and/or the 
computations in the rest of this article to any competent 
mathematics professor and ask "Is this correct?". 

Analyzing Increasing "One Shot Stop" 
Percentages 

The increase in Marshall & Sanow's  "one shot 
stop" percentage has been noted for some time,6 and is 
well quantified by van Maanen's Table 2 (see pages 1 1 -
12). While the possibility of an increase in ammunition 
effectiveness is potentially a factor in this trend, this is 
actually a minor element at best for several reasons. Most 
of the calibers and loads in the table have undergone little 
change. The high velocity, low weight bullet loads advo
cated by Marshall & Sanow (and which heavily populate 
their reports) are not subject to much improvement be
cause most of the users of this ammunition do not want 
the required changes (or they wouldn't be using this am
munition to begin with). Many of the calibers in the table 
are not on the short list of calibers used by knowledgeable 
handgunners in shootings, and as a result have not been 
upgraded with state-of-the-art bullet developments by 
manufacturers. Some popular manufacturers' top of the 
line bullet designs (Blount's  Gold Dot, Remington's 
Golden Saber, Winchester's Ranger) that do represent 
advances are mostly or completely missing (rather curi
ously given their popularity with law enforcement). A 
factor not always remembered in the search for better 
ammunition is that the actual difference in wound trauma 
creation between the best state-of-the-art design JHP bul
lets and relatively ordinary JHP bullets is very small in 
almost all shootings; law enforcement needs the best to 
deal with the extreme cases, not typical shootings. Many 
of the calibers and loads listed do not have JHP bullets, so 
any change is negligible. In addition to all of this, we will 
be comparing Marshall & Sanow reports only 4 years 
apart, limiting the time available for any changes to be 
incorporated. The bottom line is that we will assume that 
any change in ammunition effectiveness between Mar
shall & Sanow reports is so small that ignoring it does not 
significantly affect the conclusions. In line with good 
engineering practice, this assumption will be checked 
after we have calculated the results. 

When taking two measurements of any parame
ter, the second measurement may be higher or lower than 
the first. The probabilities of these two outcomes are the 
same; namely a probability of 0.5, which means that if 
this kind of a measurement is made many times, the sec
ond measurement ideally increases 50% of the time and 
decreases 50% of the time, and almost always comes 
close to this ideal result. It is true that in any particular 
case, the probability of a higher first measurement is in
creased if we know the first measurement is higher than 
average, but this is balanced by a case where the probabil
ity of a higher first measurement is reduced because we 
know the first measurement was lower than average. If 
we take all the cases without rejecting any, this effect can
cels out. 

The statistics of this two measurement situation 
correspond exactly to coin flips; this is just like consider
ing an increase heads and a decrease tails. Maarten van 
Maanen has assembled Marshall & Sanow's  "data re
cords" into Table 2 of his article (pages 1 1 - 12  ).  This 
"data" can be examined easily to see how many caliber 
and load combinations increased and how many de
creased between the 1988 "data" and the 1 992 "data". 
This process can then be repeated to make the same com
parison of 1 992 "data" and 1996 "data". We would ex
pect valid data for all comparisons to show about the 
same number of increases and decreases. 

The tabulations of increases and decreases will 
be summarized here for the convenience of the reader, but 
everyone can examine van Maanen's Table 2 and verify 
the count for themselves. For that matter, the reader can 
also compare Table 2 with the referenced Marshall & 
Sanow documents it was taken from; there are no secrets 
in this analysis. On the other hand, the reader cannot 
compare Marshall & Sanow's  "data" with any basic 
source because the authors claim this is "secret data" 
(even though autopsies and death reports are public re-
cords available to all legitimate applicants). 

· 

Examination of the assembled information in van 
Maanen's Table 2 is very interesting. Comparing the 
"one shot stop" percentage for the calibers and loads that 
appear in both the 1 988 and 1992 "data sets" shows 59 
increases, 1 6  decreases, and 3 that are the same to the 
nearest percent. A similar comparison for the 1 992 and 
1996 "data sets" shows 52 increases, 12  decreases, and 16  
that are the same to the nearest percent. In actuality, the 
calibers and loads that appear the same to the nearest per
cent are not really identical. The percentages must be 
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calculated more accurately to resolve whether these cases 
are actually small increases or small decreases. When 
this is done, the 3 1988 to 1 992 cases identical to the 
nearest percent are actually all increases, while the 1 6  
1992 to 1996 cases are 8 increases and 8 decreases. This 
resolution must be incorporated to have a proper statisti
cal calculation, so the actual numbers are 62 increases and 
16  decreases from 1988 to 1 992 and 60 increases and 20 
decreases from 1992 to 1996. The need to correctly as-

sign these cases that are close to equal may seem strange, 
but there is a useful way to think about it. If a coin being 
flipped just barely turned over to become a head, you 
could say it was close to being a tail; however, you 
shouldn't (and probably wouldn't even think of) making 
a separate category of coin toss result of "so close it could 
have been either head or tail". You look at it carefully, 
determine it is a head, and that's  the end of it. 

1 8  

Table 1 - Probabi l ity of Marshal l  & Sanow "Data" Increases 
From 1 988 to 1 992 - 78 cases From 1 992 to 1 996 - 80 cases 
number of case probabil ity Marshall & 

Sanow "data" 
number of case 

increases probabil ity sum to 78 increases probabil ity 
78 

77 

76 

75 

74 

73 

72 

7 1  

70 

69 

68 

67 

66 

65 

64 

63 

62 

61 

60 

59 

58 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 

3 . 30872E-24 3.30872E-24 80 8.27 1 8 1 E-25 
2. 5808E-22 2 . 6 1 389E-22 79 6 .61 744E-23 

9. 93609E-2 1 1 . 01 975E-20 78 2 . 6 1 389E-2 1 
2 . 5 1 7 1 4E- 1 9  2 .61 9 1 2E-1 9 77 6 .796 1 2 E-20 
4.71 964E-1 8 4.981 56E-1 8 76 1 . 30825 E-1 8 
6 . 98507E-1 7 7.48323E- 1 7  75 1 . 98854E-1 7 
8.49851 E-1 6 9.24683E- 1 6  74 2 .48568E- 1 6  
8.741 32E-1 5 9 .666E-1 5 73 2.62772 E-1 5 
7 . 75792E-1 4  8.72452E-1 4  72 2. 39779E-14 
6. 03394E-1 3 6.90639E-1 3 7 1  1 . 9 1 823E- 1 3  
4 . 1 6342E..-1 2  4. 85406E- 1 2  70 1 . 36 1 95E-1 2 
2. 57375E-1 1 3.059 1 6E-1 1 69 8 . 66693E-1 2 
1 .4370 1 E-1 0 1 . 74293E-1 0 68 4 . 98349E-1 1 
7. 29559E-1 0 9.03852E-1 0 67 2.60675E-1 0 
3. 38724E-09 4.291 09E-09 66 1 .24751 E-09 
1 .44522E-08 1 .87433E-08 65 5.48906E-09 
5.69056E-08 7. 56489E-08 <«1 988 to 1 992 64 2.22993E-08 
2. 07538E-07 2.831 87E-07 63 8 . 39504E-08 
7.03323E-07 9. 865 1 E-07 62 2. 93826E-07 

2.221 02 E-06 3.20753E-06 6 1  9 .58802E-07 
6. 55201 E-06 9.75955E-06 1 992 to 1 996»> 60 2 . 92434E-06 

1 . 8096E-05 2. 78556E-05 59 8. 35527E-06 
4.68852 E-05 7.4 7 408E-05 58 2.24073E-05 
0.0001 1 4 1 55 0.000 1 88896 57 5.65054E-05 

0.00026 1 606 0. 000450502 56 0.0001 342 
0. 000565068 0.001 01 557 55 0. 000300609 

Combi ned probabil ity of both increases = (7.565E-8)(4.29E-6) 

= 3.246E-1 3 

= .0000000000003246 

probability 
sum to 80 

8 .27 1 8 1  E-25 

6.700 1 6E-23 

2.68089E-21 

7.06421 E-20 

1 . 37889E-1 8 

2. 1 2643E-1 7 

2.69832E- 1 6  

2 . 89755E-1 5 

2.68755E- 1 4  

2 . 1 8699E-1 3 

1 . 58065E- 1 2  

1 . 02476E-1 1 

6 . 00824E-1 1 

3.20757E-1 0 

1 . 56827E-09 

7 . 05733E-09 

2. 93567E-08 

1 . 1 3307E-07 

4.071 33E-07 

1 . 36593E-06 

4.29028E-06 

1 . 26456E-05 

3. 50529E-05 

9 . 1 5583E-05 

0.000225759 

0. 000526367 
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This ratio of increases to decreases is a big 
departure from the expected equal increases and de
creases. It is easy to calculate the probability that this 
unequal division will appear by chance; we just use the 
formula given in Appendix 1 .  The number of cases is 
much larger, so a computer is a practical necessity. 
Table 1 shows a computer printout of the calculation. 

Table I is easy to understand once you know 
the computer nomenclature for small numbers. The 
figure 1 .23E-05 means 1 .23 ( 1 0r5; this exponent nota
tion sets the decimal point location. Since ( 1  or5 

= 

0.0000 1 ,  this is a shorthand way of defining the deci
mal point shift 5 places to the left; a plus sign in the 
exponent means a shift to the right, so ( 1 0t5 

= 1 00000. 
This may seem like a lot of trouble when the exponent 
is -5,  but it is very convenient and helps avoid mistakes 
when the exponent is -20 (as some of the table num
bers are). 

The "case probability" column is the probability 
of exactly that number of increases occurring; for exam
ple, in the 1 988 to 1 992 data, the probability of exactly 
62 increases is about 5 .69 (10r8• The "probability sum 
to 78" column is the total probability of all the number 
of increases from the number chosen up to and including 
78; for example, in the 1 988 to 1 992 data, the total 
probability of all the increases from and including 62 to 
78 is about 7.56 oor8• This probability is and has to be 
larger than the probability of exactly 62 increases be
cause it includes that case as well as others; it isn't much 
larger because the probability gets much smaller when 
even one more increase is added. This total probability 
is the probability that the number of increases is at least 
62, and this is what needs to be used to properly show 
how unlikely an outcome is. It is not immediately obvi
ous and not easy to explain simply why this "case prob
ability sum" is the proper value to use rather than the 
"case probability", so some added discussion of this is 
given in Appendix 2 for those who are interested. Those 
who don't want to get into this statistical detail can 
avoid it with a clear conscience because these two pa
rameters have magnitudes so similar for the cases we are 
interested in that the difference has no practical signifi-
cance. 

The "case probability sum" 62 increases ex
ample used above is the actual result for the compari
son of the 1 988 to 1 992 Marshall & San ow "data sets". 
From Table 1 ,  the equivalent probability for the 1 992 
to 1 996 Marshall & Sanow "data sets" comparison is 
about 4.29 ( 1 or6• The probability that both of these 

results would be obtained by chance is calculated by 
multiplying the two individual probabilities, which 
gives a combined probability of about 3 .25 ( 1 or 1 3 ; this 
is about 1 in 3 trillion or I in 3 million million. This is 
a big step backwards from the I in 80 million probabil
ity that the two shot "data" results in Reference 5 were 
obtained by chance, and is why there isn't  any real 
trend to improvement of the Marshall & Sanow "data", 
and why Marshall & San ow probably won't be pub
lishing credible data by the year 2030 after all. 

The reader should notice that these ridiculous 
statistical results are all obtained from the data in van 
Maanen's  analysis that is not obviously false with the 
exception of two cartridge and load combinations in 
the now exposed 1 992 .38, Special data (see pages 1 1 -
1 2) .  Note also that this analysis discredits the entire 
Marshall & Sanow "data base", not just a part of it. 
The real meaning of this entire re-examination of the 
Marshall & Sanow "data base" is that some of this 
"data" appears bogus if looked at in the right way with 
ordinary common sense, and all of this "data" appears 
bogus if carefully examined in the right way with tech
nical sophistication. 

Validating the Analysis Assumption 
As a final point, some readers might have a 

reasonable concern that a few of the caliber and load 
combinations show increases because these bullets 
really were made more effective. We will now check 
the assumption that this effect is so small that ignoring 
it does not significantly affect the conclusions. To do 
this, we make the assumption that 1 0  of these caliber 
and load combinations in each of the calculations 
should be ignored because they do represent such im
provement (although there is no evidence of this). The 
numbers then become 52 increases and 1 6  decreases 
from 1 988 to 1 992 and 50 increases and 20 decreases 
from 1 992 to 1 996. The probabilities were rerun with 
these inputs, and the combined probability that these 
results are due to chance drop to about 1 .5 5  ( 10r9, or 
about 1 in 650 million. This is an improvement, but 
nothing to brag about, especially because it is a result 
of an assumption that isn't j ustified. It is not worth the 
space to give the equivalent of Table 1 for this case, 
but the results can be verified by anyone who wants to 
take the trouble. This validates the fact that ignoring 
ammunition improvements does not significantly affect 
the conclusion drawn from the analysis. 
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Conclusion 
The analysis given herein is completely un

connected to previous statistical analyses of the Mar
shall & Sanow "data base" because it approaches a 
completely different aspect of this "data base" and 
deals with the totality of this "data base". However, 
the conclusion is the same; the probability that the 
Marshall & San ow "data base" is an assembly of valid 
information from uncorrupted sources is so low that 
this "data base" cannot reasonably be believed. 

The shameless popular gun press will probably 
continue to provide a forum for the Marshall & Sanow 
nonsense in the interests of selling magazines. One 
can reasonably hope that the target audience for this 
material will henceforth be only the kind of eccentrics 
that become involved with the all too common irra
tional cults so prevalent in our society. 
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Appendix 1 
Explanation of Probability Calculation 

Notation 
The following equations use technical notation 

to indicate multiplication and division rather than the x 
and + symbols taught in grade school. 2 times 3 is 
written as (2)(3), not 2x3, and 2 divided by 3 is written 
2/3 ,  not 2+3 . 

The symbol ! stands for factorial in mathe
matical nomenclature; M! is the result of multiplying 
M and all smaller integers together. Examples make 

this apparently complex nomenclature as simple as it 
really is: 

3 ! = (3)(2)( 1 ) = 6 

5 ! = (5)(4)(3)(2)( 1 ) = 1 20 

1 ! = 1 

There is one convention in the factorial concept that is 
not intuitive; this is that 0 ! = 1 ,  and not zero as might 
be supposed. For those who have some interest, this is 
closely related to the need to have X0 = 1 ,  which is also 
not intuitive to algebra students when they first bump 
into it. For our purposes we will accept the fact that 
this is just the way it has to be defined in order for the 
results to come out correctly, and drop the subject. 

Computing Probability 
The simplest statistical case is the considera

tion of the kind of events that have two equally likely 
outcomes; the classic example is a coin toss, where the 
probability of each of the two outcomes (heads and 
tails) is 0 .5 (i .e. , the most likely outcome of any series 
of tosses is 50% heads and 50% tails). The formula for 
the probability of any specific outcome for any chosen 
number of events (i .e . ,  coin tosses) is given in Refer
ence 4, but is repeated here for reader convenience. 
The probability PN of getting exactly N heads in M 
coin tosses is: 

PN = (M!)/((M-N) ! )(N!)2M 

We will go through the simple example of four 
coin tosses to demonstrate the formula. This sets M = 

4 and the probabilities of 0, 1 ,  2, 3 ,  and 4 heads are 

P0 = (4 !)/((4-0) ! )(0 ! )24 = (24)/(24)( 1 )( 1 6) = 1/ 16  
PI = (4 ! )/((4- 1) !)(1 ! )24 = (24)/(6)(1 )( 1 6) = 1 /4 
P2 = (4! )/((4-2) ! )(2 ! )24 = (24)/(2)(2)( 1 6) = 3/8 

p3 = (4 !)/((4-3) !)(3 !)24 = (24)/( 1 )(6)(1 6) = 1 /4 

p4 = (4!)/((4-4) ! )(4 ! )24 = (24)/( 1 )(24)(1 6) = 1 /1 6  

Notice that the sum o f  all o f  these probabilities i s  1 ;  
which confirms the fact that we have included all the 
possible outcomes. Also notice that the most probable 
outcome is 2 heads (i .e . ,  half of the tosses) as expected, 
with the outcomes being less probable as they differ 
further from this result. 
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That's  really all there is to it. When there are 
more events (coin tosses) the only calculation effect is 
that the factorial numbers get very large; this is a lot of 
trouble with pencil and paper, but not with a computer 
or even a calculator. The calculated probabilities for 
extreme results (e.g. ,  zero heads or even 25% heads) 
become much smaller as the number of cases increase; 
this isn't surprising because everybody knows that get
ting 80 heads in a row is far less likely than 4 heads in 
a row even if they have no idea how to calculate the 
exact probabilities. 

Appendix 2 
Discussion of Probability Details 

"Case Probability" 
The magnitude of the probability of any par

ticular result ("case probability") depends very 
strongly on the number of trials (or cases) being con
sidered, but is always largest for the result closest to 
the expected 50% result. The four coin toss case in 
Appendix 1 illustrates this, and shows a probability 
magnitude of 0.375 (i.e . ,  3/8 in decimal) for 2 heads 
(50%). The 50% (i .e . ,  40 increases) probability magni
tude for the 80 case 1992 to 1 996 data of Table 1 is 
about 0 .089 (although the table has not been extended 
to show this). When the number of cases is large, N! 
can be approximated well with Stirling' s  formula, and 
for these conditions Stirling' s  formula can be com
bined with the probability equation in Appendix 1 to 
give the following formula as an approximation to the 
50% level "case probability" (Pc): 

p = [2 c �;N 

For N = 8 0  the case probability Pc computed from this 
formula is about 0 .089 (i .e . ,  correct to better than 2 
significant figures), and for N = 1 06 ( 1 million) the 
case probability P c computed from this formula is 
about 0 .0008.  This formula is not really accurate for 
small values on N, but for the N = 4 example in Ap
pendix 1 ,  gives Pc = 0.399, which is only about 6.4% 
larger than the correct value of 0 .375 .  These numbers 

for the value of P c make sense intuitively because in a 
huge number of trials any specific outcome is 
unlikely, but this clearly shows that this "case prob
ability" is not the parameter we are looking for to rep
resent meaningfully the probability of a distribution 
of interest. 

"Case Probability Sum " 
We have used the term "case probability sum" 

(the "probability sum to M" column in Table 1 ) to 
mean the probability of all the number of increases 
from the number chosen up to and including M. 
Those not familiar with statistics will probably not 
have any idea what this, is or why it is used. The 
"case probability sum" is actually the area under the 
normal (i .e . ,  Gaussian) distribution curve that is at or 
outside the selected value of N. This is true because 
each value of PN is actually a quantized piece of the 
total distribution curve. Adding all the values of PN 
gives a value of 1 .0 (as was shown in the text for the 
sample case of 4 coin flips) . The area under any part 
of the distribution curve is the probability that the test 
results will be in that area. We are interested here in 
a segment of the distribution curve that is very far 
from the mean, so the area (probability of occurrence) 
is very small and changing very rapidly with any 
change in N. 

Decreases 
We have evaluated the probability that the 

Marshall & Sanow "data base" could show the in
crease that it has in "one shot stop" by chance alone. 
We have not addressed the probability of data de
crease, but that is a potential factor because if the data 
had shown as extreme a decrease, we would take an 
equally dim view of it. Not surprisingly, the 
probability of 62 decreases in a sample of 78 is 
exactly equal to the probability of 62 increases if 
chance is the only factor. This means that one could 
argue that both a plus and minus deviation from the 
mean should be allowed in computing probability of 
occurrence. If this is assumed, each of the individual 
probabilities would be higher by a factor of 2, and the 
compound probability would increase by a factor of 4. 
This doesn't  mean much when the probability in the 
range of 1 0- 1 3  to 1 0'1 2 • 
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THE TEMPORARY WOUND CAVITY 
Duncan MacPherson 

Introduction 
Most persons knowledgeable in wound ballis

tics have a good qualitative understanding of the tem
porary wound cavity, but there continues to be a very 
incomplete understanding of the dynamics involved. 
The dynamics is described in Reference 1 (page 59) 
as: 

"A bullet penetrating soft tissue produces 
what is usually called a temporary wound cav
ity. The temporary cavity expands and col
lapses in milliseconds (a millisecond is one 
thousandth of a second). This temporary cavity 
is produced because the bullet passage at high 
speed forces the tissue laterally with enough 
velocity to temporarily create a hole much lar
ger than the bullet. The kinetic energy of this 
moving tissue is momentarily transformed into 
strain energy in the elastic tissue (potential en
ergy); when the movement is halted (at the 
maximum cavity size) this strain energy almost 
immediately forces the tissue back to approxi
mately the original position . "  

I t  i s  very common for people to  describe the 
temporary cavity (and sometimes other aspects of 
wound ballistics) as being a result of "energy depos
ited in the body by the bullet". Careful readers of my 
definition will have noted that it says no such thing. 
This choice of definition was no accident; describing 
anything in wound ballistics as due to "energy depos
ited by the bullet" is misleading or confusing at best, 
and usually flatly wrong. The fact that energy is 
sometimes useful in dynamic analyses should not ele
vate it to a universal rationale for all dynamic interac
tions. 

The objective of this article is to describe the 
dynamics of the temporary cavity in more detail than 
was done in Reference 1 .  Equations do appear in the 
Appendix for those who want to dig into all the de
tails, but readers who want to skip the equations 
s�ould still have a much improved understanding of 
the dynamics of the temporary cavity. 
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Temporary Cavity Dynamics 
in Bullet Penetration 

The bullet penetration model has two dynamic 
regimes, cavitating flow and non-cavitating flow; the 
cavitating flow produces a temporary cavity and the 
non-cavitating flow does not. The cavitating flows and 
associated temporary cavities occur only at velocities 
higher than the cavitation threshold velocity (Vc).2 
The drag coefficient in this cavitating regime (CDc) 
depends only on bullet configuration (i .e . ,  not on ve
locity).3 This means that when V>Vc, the flow near 
the bullet does not have changes in direction as a func
tion of velocity (i .e . ,  the equivalent of streamlines in 
fluid flows is fixed). As a consequence, the lateral ve
locity of the tissue or tissue simulant created by the 
bullet penetration is directly proportional to bullet ve
locity in the cavitating regime; doubling the bullet ve
locity will double the initial lateral velocity of the tis
sue or tissue simulant. Note that this is entirely a ve
locity effect and has nothing to do with energy; two 
bullets identical in velocity and configuration except 
for mass have different kinetic energies, but produce 
the same lateral velocity in tissue or tissue simulant. 
The heavier bullet will lose velocity less rapidly and so 
have a larger total temporary cavity volume, but this is 
another matter. A very heavy projectile at low velocity 
may not have any temporary cavity at all, but can have 
the same kinetic energy as a bullet in cavitating flow. 
Cavitation is produced by velocity, not kinetic energy. 
High velocity bullets tend to have large kinetic energy, 
but considering kinetic energy the fundamental pa
rameter in penetration dynamics is unsound. 

The cavitation threshold velocity Vc is the bul
let velocity at which the lateral velocity of the tissue or 
tissue simulant created by the bullet penetration is just 
large enough to open up a temporary cavity against the 
resistance of the bulk tissue or tissue simulant. The 
resistance of the bulk tissue or tissue simulant is com
plex in detail .  Part of the effect is momentum transfer 
from the small mass in the bullet permanent wound 
cavity which is forced laterally at relatively high veloc
ity to the much larger mass of the surrounding tissue or 
tissue simulant. This momentum transfer reduces the 
velocity of the tissue or tissue simulant, with an associ-
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ated reduction in the kinetic energy of the moving tis
sue or tissue simulant. Concurrently, the remainder of 
the kinetic energy of the moving tissue or tissue simu
lant is absorbed in the deformation of the surrounding 
tissue or tissue simulant mass. The momentum effect 
depends only on the density of the tissue or tissue 
simulant, which is very similar for tissue and realistic 
tissue simulants.4 The mechanism of kinetic energy 
absorption by deformation of the tissue or tissue simu
lant depends on the properties of the tissue or tissue 
simulant; as a result, the temporary cavities produced 
in different tissue simulants will not necessarily be the 
same even if the different tissue simulants give the 
same bullet expansion and penetration depth. In effect, 
the temporary cavity volume is somewhat dependent 
on how a tissue simulant interacts with itself after it is 
done interacting with the bullet. 

Testing to evaluate temporary cavity effects is 
most easily done in an inelastic material; with no 
stored strain energy, the temporary cavity just becomes 
a permanent cavity that is easily measured. Materials 
that have a density significantly different than water 
(e.g. , clay) are not appropriate tissue simulants because 
they do not properly simulate any aspect of the bullet 
penetration dynamics.4 However, some soaps do have 
a density similar to water and properly replicate the 
most important dynamics of bullet penetration in tis
sue, although the quantification of temporary cavity 
dimensions is different. Reference 5 is an early but 
very well done paper that was used as an independent 
verification of important bullet penetration dynamics; 
the values of CDc and V c in this essentially water den
sity soap are the same as in gelatin.6 The test results 
described in Reference 6 demonstrate conclusively that 
the maximum diameter of the temporary cavity in the 
soap used is directly proportional to the velocity mag
nitude above the cavitation threshold velocity (i .e . ,  to 
V-Vc). Since the soap is not elastic, the deformation 
that produces the temporary cavity is created via yield
ing of the soap, which should occur at essentially con
stant pressure. This constant deformation pressure, 
together with the velocity constraints imposed by hav
ing CDc constant, should produce the maximum tem
porary cavity diameter proportional to V-V c that is 
actually observed. This dynamic model is beautifully 
consistent. 

Temporary cavitY dynamics are much harder 
to quantify in gelatin. Part of the problem is that the 
cavity is so dynamic and short lived that measuring the 

dimensions requires special equipment and it is diffi
cult to measure dimensions accurately. The second 
problem is that the gelatin deformation is not a simple 
yielding; and so does not take place at essentially con
stant pressure. In gelatin the resistance to increasing 
deformation rises as the deformation increases, and 
then drops when the gelatin fractures under load; this 
cycle is then repeated as the deformation proceeds. 
The gelatin deformation pressure actually cycles very 
rapidly about some average value. These complica
tions make it difficult to collect enough good data to 
determine how linear the maximum temporary cavity 
diameter proportionality to V-V c actually is in gelatin 
or tissue. It is also difficult to show how closely corre
lated the maximum temporary cavity diameter is in 
gelatin and tissue, although some undocumented test
ing has indicated these diameters have similar magni
tudes.7 The maximum temporary cavity diameter is 
known to be substantially different in soap and in tis
sue or gelatin. Reference 5 shows that the maximum 
temporary cavity diameter during 6mm steel sphere 
penetration in soap at 3200 ft/s is about 6 projectile 
diameters; this same sphere in gelatin or tissue has a 
maximum temporary cavity diameter of about 14 pro
jectile diameters. 7 
The "Transonic Drag Rise" 
and "Shock" Nonsense 

Some 23 years ago, researchers who should 
have known better predicted massive tissue damage 
from increased drag and shocks for projectiles at ve
locities at and above the velocity of sound in gelatin or 
tissue. This was and is utter nonsense created by tech
nical ineptitude, so this reference is not given here. 
For reasons not clear, this has become the fallacy that 
will not die. At least two good test programs have 
been implemented either primarily or totally to dis
proving these high velocity conjectures; both found not 
a trace of either effect. 5'8 I have gone to considerable 
effort to debunk these high velocity conjectures9• 10  be
cause these beliefs are so persistent. At this point there 
isn't anything to add, so doubters are referred to the 
cited references. 

Bullet Kinetic Energy Distribution 
The bullet penetration model of Reference 1 

can be used to calculate the fraction of the bullet ki
netic energy that is devoted to creation of the perma
nent wound cavity. The discussion of dynamics above 
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Figure 1 Fraction of Bullet Kinetic Energy Creating the Temporary Cavity 
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makes it clear that all penetration at velocities less than 
the cavitation threshold velocity (Vc) have all the bullet 
energy devoted to creation of the permanent wound 
cavity (because there is no temporary cavity). The ad
ditional assumption made is that the energy devoted to 
creation of the permanent wound cavity at bullet ve
locities greater than Vc is the same as the value at Vc, 
with the excess devoted to creation of the temporary 
cavity. With the fraction of the bullet kinetic energy 
that is devoted to creation of the permanent wound 
cavity determined, the fraction of the bullet kinetic en
ergy that is devoted to creation of the temporary wound 
cavity is simply whatever remains. The detailed deri
vation of these fractions is contained in the Appendix 
for those interested; others can proceed directly to Fig
ure 1 ,  which is a plot of the fraction of the bullet ki
netic energy devoted to creating the temporary cavity. 

The inset on Figure 1 shows representative 
values of Vc and muzzle velocity VNc for some com
mon projectiles. Most handgun loads have values of 
V Nc of about 2.5 to 3, so the fraction of the bullet ki
netic energy devoted to creating the temporary cavity 

Bullet Type v. Typical 
and Caliber ftlsec V/ Vc 
#4 birdshot 640 1 .3 
6mm sphere 705 
00 buckshot 640 2.0 
1 7  .5mm sphere 510 
9mm JHP 325 3.0 
.45ACP JHP 300 2.8 
.32ACP RN . 400 2.5 

9mm RN 390 2.5 

.45ACP RN 360 2.4 
9mm cylinder 270 
rifle 

6 

VNc 

,., 400 5-8 

8 1 0  1 2  

i s  about 60%. Values o f  Vc and muzzle velocity VNc 
for rifle bullets vary considerably due to the range of 
bullet responses during penetration (expand, overturn, 
fragment); the representative values given assume 
typical centerfire rifles. This complexity has little ef
fect on the results; the fraction of rifle bullet kinetic 
energy devoted to creating the temporary cavity is 
about 90% for all reasonable assumptions. Birdshot is 
at the other end of the spectrum; penetration at typical 
range has little or no associated temporary cavitation. 

Summary 
The fraction of bullet kinetic energy devoted to 

creation of the temporary wound cavity has been accu
rately modeled using the bullet penetration model. The 
common assumption that the volume of the temporary 
cavity volume is proportional to the bullet kinetic en
ergy is reasonably good for rifle bullets, but not for 
other common small arms projectiles. The volume of 
the temporary cavity is not necessarily the same in tis
sue and tissue simulants even though the tissue simu-
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lants correctly represent other dynamic properties in 
the penetration. 
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Appendix 

The following analysis uses the notation of 
Reference 1 1 ; equation numbers referred to are also 
from this Reference. 

The bullet energy at the cavitation velocity is 

Ec = Y2mV/ 
and all of this energy goes into creation of the perma
nent wound cavity (because there is no temporary cav
ity). 

From Eq. (6-3), when V = Vc the force on the 
bullet is 

This force is all devoted to creation of the permanent 
wound cavity, and it will be assumed that this force 
magnitude is devoted to creation of the permanent 
wound cavity whenever V > Vc. 

From Eq. (6-24) and (6-25b), the length of the 
penetration that takes place at velocities greater than Vc 
is 

s v 
Xv-vc = -- ln 

Coc Vc 

The energy devoted to creation of the perma
nent wound cavity at velocities greater than Vc is then 

2 v 
Ec+ = (Fc) Xv-vc ,,= SA(Y2pVc ) ln -

Vc 

With Eq (6-25a), this reduces to 

v 
Ec+ = mVc2 ln 

Vc 

The total energy devoted to creation of the 
permanent wound cavity is the sum of the two parts Ec 
and Ec+ (V < Vc and V > Vc) 

The bullet kinetic energy is 

so the fraction of the bullet kinetic energy devoted to 
creation of the permanent wound cavity is 

and the fraction of the bullet kinetic energy devoted to 
creation of the temporary wound cavity is 

E1 Ep - = I - -
E E 
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INCAPACITATION ENERGY -
An unusual death confirms this is a meaningless term 
Sergeant Gerard Dutton, Ballistics Section, Tasmania Police, Australia 

Introduction 
There is a range of conflicting information in 

some of the wound ballistics literature regarding the 
minimum amount of kinetic energy required by a pro
jectile to incapacitate a man. Various figures have 
been nominated as the amount of energy needed for 
incapacitation. However, when a projectile interacts 
with human tissue, there are simply far too many vari
ables involved to be able to precisely quantify inca
pacitation energy. These variables will be discussed. 

A bizarre death was investigated recently by 
this author which confirms that even a few ft/lbs of 
kinetic energy can cause incapacitation. This case 
verifies why it is absurd to specify any amount of ki
netic energy as being sufficient to incapacitate a man 
and why "incapacitation energy" is a meaningless 
term. This paper outlines in detail the circumstances of 
this death, followed by a discussion on the questions 
that were raised during and after the investigation. As 
there are still a number of very interesting unresolved 
issues in this case, it is recounted for the benefit of 
IWBA members to provoke further thought. 

Background 
This death was a highly unusual industrial ac

cident and the odds against it happening again must be 
astronomical. On 1 2  November 1 998, a 35 year old 
council worker was operating a large diesel slasher 
along the side of a rural road in southern Tasmania. At 
the time of the incident, the slasher operator, working 
alone, had opened the left door of his machine when 
the cutting head of his machine was about 90 degrees 
to the left side and tilted end-on to a sloping grass 
bank. The cutting head picked up and threw an object 
which struck the man in his left shoulder area. The 
operator had time to radio for help and was discovered 
by a workmate soon after coughing up blood and hav
ing difficulty breathing. He was taken to a nearby 
medical centre by his workmate where he collapsed. 
An ambulance arrived only minutes later but he died 
before reaching hospital . 

I was asked by the attending police to attend 
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the autopsy and to examine impacts in the glass driv
er' s  door of the slasher to assess what could have 
caused them. Information was scant at the time and it 
wasn't beyond the realms of possibility that the de
ceased had been struck accidentally by a bullet fired 
from long range . 

The Autopsy 
My first involvement was attending the au

topsy, but at that stage I had only minimal background 
information. Unfortunately I did not take a photogra
pher with me to record this post mortem examination, 
something I always do with gunshot victims and I 
apologize to readers that these are unavailable. The X
ray of the deceased's  torso revealed that there was a 
short thin radio-opaque object present in the lower 
right chest area. The wound and the path of the projec
tile through the body is described as follows: 

There was a small round entry wound 
2mm in diameter in the upper left chest 
area, approximately in the mid clavicular 
line. The entry wound was surrounded by 
an area of light bruising approximately 
2cm in diameter. The projectile entered the 
chest between the 3rd and 4th ribs and trav
eled downwards, from left to right and to
wards the rear of the torso in a straight 
line. En route it perforated the left lung, 
the 1oth and 1 1 th thoracic vertebrae and the 
bottom of the right lung. The projectile fi
nally lodged point first in the soft tissues 
between the 1 1 th and 1 2th ribs in the right 
side after penetrating the pleura, with only 
a few millimetres of the projectile visible 
once the internal organs had been re
moved. Approximately 1 700ml and 400ml 
of blood was removed from the left and 
right pleural cavities respectively. The pro
jectile was a slightly bent piece of fencing 
wire. The distance it had traveled through 
the body was approximately 40cm. 
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Photo 1 .  

Initially I 
couldn't see how 
the piece of wire 
could have taken 
its path through 
the torso and 
lungs with the 
spine directly in 
the way. I was 
convinced the 
wire must have 
perforated the 
spine, unless it 
had made some 
inexplicable de
viation. A section 
of the spine was 
cut from the de
ceased and exam
ined more closely 
on the bench. 
This confirmed 
that the piece of 
wire had actually 
perforated the 
two vertebral 
bodies directly in 
its path! Photo 1 
shows a probe 
through the per-

A probe shows the path taken by the wire through the vertebrae. 

forated spine; this was originally taken by the mortuary 

Piece o f  metal removed from chest cav i ty of 
Greg FIFE , d u r i ng au topsy at the R . H . H .  
Mor t ua r y  o n  1 3/ 1 1/98 .  

Job 83/98 . 
�· .> ; :;�:.<�: 

Sergeant Gerard Dut t
.
o'n , Bal l i s t i c s  Sec t i on 

�0 1 00 1 1 0  1 20 1 30 1 40 1 50 1 60 1 70 1 

Photo 2 
The piece of wire which caused the fatal injury. 

assistant and is the only photo taken during the au
topsy. The track through the two vertebral bodies 
measured approximately 80mm. 

I thought that the neat perforation of the two 
vertebrae was unusual. Even more astonishing was that 
the wire had traveled point first through the torso with
out turning or tumbling! Small neat entries and exits 
were observed in the tissues perforated by the wire 
only a few millimetres in diameter, despite the wire 
being recovered in a slightly curved condition (photo 
2). Presumably the piece of wire was straight when it 
struck the man; otherwise it would have deviated from 
its straight line. 

Later examination of the piece of wire from 
the deceased revealed it was approximately 27mm 
( 1 .06") in length, 2.4mm (.095") in diameter, dark grey 
and it weighed 0.8945 grams ( 1 3 . 806 grains) . Micro
scopic examination of the wire showed that both ends 
had sharp uneven fractures with a "snapped" brittle 
appearance. This breakage was consistent with having 
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Photo 3&4 

The "forward" end of the 
wire, showing the sharp, 

jagged cutting edges. 
Bone matter is present in a 

cavity in this end. 

9 . 1 5am 

9.25am 

9.35am 

9.50am 

9.55am 

10.46am 

The injury occurs and the injured man 
radios for an ambulance. 
A nearby council worker arrives after 
overhearing message. Finds victim 
kneeling at rear of slasher coughing up 
frothy blood. Victim states, "Something 
came in at me". He was still able to 
walk to a vehicle for transport to a 
nearby doctor. Ambulance directed to 
meet there (records show request for 
ambulance was at 9.25am) . 
Victim collapses outside doctor's sur
gery; the ambulance arrives shortly 
afterwards. 
Ambulance leaves for hospital. 

Victim suffers cardiac arrest en-route to 
hospital 
Victim pronounced dead shortly after 
arrival at hospital. 

Ultimately, the amount of blood loss from the 
lungs into the pleural cavity of the deceased was such 
t�at the. heart caul� no longer

. 
maintain an adequate 

ctrculatmg volume< >. The contmuatton of this condi
tion despite medical intervention led to his death; the 
cause being recorded as massive hemothorax from a 
penetrating injury to the chest. 

been caused by repeated bending of the wire to cause 
ultimate separation due to metal fatigue. Photos 3 and 
4 show the sharp jagged ends of the wire; bone matter 
fr�m the spine can be seen accumulated in a cavity in 
thts end. The surface of the length of wire was not 
smooth, but had scrape marks present, ! _____ .�_ ________________

____ � 
indicating repeated impacts with a hard 
object. 

Temporary cavity formation 
was not a factor as a wounding agent in 
this case as calculations (described be
low) show the velocity of the wire was 
too low. The wire caused an injury simi
lar to those inflicted by handgun bullets; 
the only tissues damaged were directly 
in the path of the projectile. In other 
words, the permanent cavity was the 
sole wounding agent. Dr. Fackler<1 >  con
siders the slasher operator bled exces
sively from his internal wounds and he 
was not a known haemophiliac or taking 
anticoagulant drugs. Accordingly, I have 
attempted to establish the approximate 
timings during this incident. There were 
some conflicting times given by various 
witnesses, however the ambulance arri
val and departure times and the time 
when the victim was pronounced dead 
are accurate. 
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Photo 5 
Three impacts t� the glass door at the driver's side. The two impacts on the right side 
have occurred w1th the door closed, or close to it. The single impact at the left has oc

curred with the door open. 
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Photo 6 
The fencing wire wrapped around the cutting head . 

The Slasher 
After the autopsy, I attended the council de

pot to examine the slasher. Examination of the glass 
door on the driver ' s  side revealed numerous cracks 
and minor damage, with three main areas of impact 
damage to the glass (photo 5) .  These were numbered 
arbitrarily from one to three and all measurements 
taken from the inside face of the door. None of the 
impacts had perforated the door as it was constructed 
of laminated safety glass. 

Damaged area 1 consisted of a small impact 
crater to the outer surface of the glass at the left 
(hinged side) of the door, measuring approximately 
4x2cm. The crater was located 62 . 5cm from the bot
tom of the doorframe and 7. 5 em from the hinge side 
doorframe. Damaged area 2 consisted of a small im
pact crater to the outer surface of the glass at the left 
(hinged side) of the door, measuring approximately 
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2c·m in diameter. The crater was located 5 6cm from 
the bottom of the doorframe and 1 2 . 5cm from the 
hinge side doorframe .  Damaged area 3 consisted of a 
small impact crater to the inner surface of the glass 
at the right (doorlatch side) of the door, measuring 
approximately 2 . 5cm in diameter. The crater was 
located 67cm from the bottom of the doorframe and 
2 .5cm from the doorlatch side doorframe. 

The examination of the three main areas of 
damage, revealed that areas I and 2 were caused by 
an object impacting the outer surface of the glass 
with the door in the closed position or close to it. 
The damaged area 3 was caused by an object impact
ing on the inner surface of the glass with the door in 
the fully open position, hinged back towards the side 
of the machine. I was unable to determine what had 
caused these impacts. They were not consistent with 
being caused by bullets, but they were caused by a 
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closed. I was satisfied that these im
pacts had originated from obj ects 
having been thrown from the front 
cutting head. (This slasher also has a 
rear cutting head.) Information from 
council workers indicated that the 
glass had been damaged for at least 
two weeks prior to this incident, so 
at least one impact was present be
fore the fatal incident. However, the 
workers could not confirm whether 
any impacts had occurred after that. 

A wider view of the front of the cutting head. 

The cutter was approxi
mately 1 20cms wide and open at the 
front, with a 3mm thick hinged metal 
guard plate fitted to the rear. Photo 6 
shows fencing wire wrapped around 
the centre of the cutters as found af
ter the incident. Later examination 
revealed two lengths of wire tangled 
in the slasher: 1 9 .5cm and 1 1 .42 me
tres in length respectively. Each had 
a diameter of 2 .4mm and both were 

proj ectile striking with low 
to medium velocity; high 
velocities would have per
forated the glass .  The pre
vious statement is based 
purely on my experience as 
tests were not carri ed out 
on the same glass under 
control led conditions. Ac
cordingly, the definition of 
low, medium and high ve
locities is loosely applied. 
The impact to the inner 
surface of the glass door 
(damage 3) could not have 
occurred with the door 
closed (originating from 
the right side of the ma
chine) as the driver ' s  con
sole was in the way. This 
meant that the impact on 
the inner surface occurred 
with the door at least half 
open and the other two im
pacts occurred with the 
door closed or nearly 
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Photo 8 
The rear of the cutting head, showing the hinged metal guard plate at the bottom and the hydraulic 

lines which control the head. 
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dark grey in colour. Various areas of the surface of 
these pieces of wire were damaged with scrape 
marks and dents, indicating impacts with hard ob
j ects . Both ends showed sharp uneven fractures with 
a "snapped" brittle appearance.  This type of break
age is also consistent with having been caused by 
repeated bending of the wire and separating from 
metal fatigue . I conducted a comparative macro
scopic examination between the ends of the pieces of 
wire and the ends of the wire from the deceased, to 
determine if the wire that had struck the man had 
separated from either of the longer sections. Unfor
tunately, this examination was inconclusive, due to 
the damage (repeated impacts) to the ends of the 
longer pieces of wire . 

Photo 7 is a wider view of the front of the 
cutting head. The blades on the cutter are "Y" 
shaped and hang freely from the centre spindle due 
to gravity. When the spindl e  turns, they are flung out 
radially by centrifugal force .  The slasher head can 
operate at all angles, not only right angle to the 
ground, due to the hydraulic arrangement controll ing 
the arm. At the rear is  a 
hinged metal guard plate 
(photo 8) .  Note the hydraulic 
lines which operate the head 
in photo 8 .  Looking at the 
left hand side of the cutting 
head, as shown in photo 9 ,  
there is  a roller which the 
hinged guard plate rests 
upon. The cutters revolve 
anti-clockwise looking from 
this angle, thus the cutting 
blades are rotating towards 
the roller and the guard plate 
at the lowest point of their 
revolution . Approximately 
50cm from the left side of 
the metal guard, I could see 
a number of indentations in 
the edge of the plate . These 
are consistent with having 
been caused by a piece of 
wire striking this edge at 
considerable speed causing 

photo 1 0  also displayed marks consistent with being 
caused by wire or a similar obj ect, caught within the 
cutters and flailing against it. 

The hydraulic lines leading to the cutter wire 
were examined. Spiralled around these lines was a 
hard plastic protective layer. There was visible dam
age to this outer protective plastic in the form of 
scarring and gouges .  Embedded in this outer cover
ing was a small piece of wire which had penetrated 
point first into the plastic ;  however the characteris
tics of this wire was dissimilar to that recovered 
from the deceased (photo 1 1 ) .  A council engineer 
informed me that depending on engine speed, the 
blades fitted to the cutter rotated at between 750 and 
2000 revolutions per minute (rpm). The radius from 
the centre of the spindle to the outer steel guard was 
measured at 54cm. If a piece of wire or other mate
rial were to wrap around the cutters and rotate with 
it, this would equate to a rotational speed of ap
proximately 1 3 9  fps and 3 7 1  fps respectively at the 
outer guard, at the stated cutter rpm. These figures 
are determined by multiplying the diameter ( 1 08cm) 

Photo 9 indentations and flail marks 
(photo 1 0) .  The roller body 
below the guard plate m 

One end of the cutting head showing the roller at the rear and the metal guard 
plate which rests on top of it. From this view, the cutters (out of picture to the 

upper left) revolve in an anti-clockwise direction. 
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Photo 1 0  
The bottom of the metal guard plate and roller. Indentations can b e  seen on the edge of the guard plate consistent with having been 
caused by pieces of wire rotating with the cutters and impacting with this edge. Scarring can also be seen to the flat surface of the 
guard plate above some of the indentations where the end of the wire has "whipped" around and struck the surface, leaving an im

print. This is particularly noticeable in the left side of this photo. 

by pi (3 . 1 4) ,  which gives the circumference: 
3 3 9 .29cm. Multiply by 2000 (maximum revolutions 
of cutter) to establish the speed at any point on the 
circumference:  6785 80cm/minute . This figure 
equates to a velocity of 3 7 1  ft/sec.  (The radius from 
the outside of the cutting edge of the blades to the 
centre of the spindle was 23cm. This equates to a 
rotational speed of between approximately 5 9  fps 
and 1 5 8  fps respectively at the blade tips, for the 
stated cutter rpm.)  

There is no question that a fragment of wire 
had separated at the rear of the metal guard and was 
flung into the council worker. As the rotational 
speed of the slasher head when the incident occurred 
will never be known, I have calculated the energy 
possessed by the piece of wire using the minimum 
and maximum velocities obtainable by the slasher.(3) 

These energies are very low: 0 .59  ft/lbs at 75 0rpm 
and 4 .22 ft/lbs at the maximum 2000 rpm !  It is un
known how much extra velocity may be imparted to 
a p1ece of wire by the whipping action of wire 
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around the bottom of the metal guard plate . Even if 
this  whipping action of the wire around the guard 
increased the velocity of the wire to approximately 
500 ft/sec, this  still only equates to energy of 7 . 6  
ft/lb ! 

It is also unknown how many times this par
ticular type of fencing wire would need to strike the 
edge of the guard plate to cause separation. At 2000 
rpm, the wire would strike the edge of the metal 
plate 33 times each second. Anyone who has repeat
edly bent fencing wire back and forth in their hands 
has experienced the metal heating up and eventually 
snapping. How long this takes would be dependant 
on a number of factors including the elemental com
position of the wire, diameter, temper of the metal 
and how fast the process  is carried out (therefore 
affecting the amount and rapidity of heat generated). 
I can only assume that wire tangled in a hydraulic 
cutter such as this, rotating even at slow speeds ,  
would cause wire to break in a very short space of 
time. 
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A final note on the 
slasher : the metal guard 
plate was fitted only re
cently when operators com
plained the cutters would 
occasional ly throw obj ects 
to the rear. As the fitting of 
the metal plate was not a 
manufacturer ' s  modifica
tion, it seems that this was 
not a perfect solution to the 
problem. 

Discussion 
There are some un

known facts regarding this 
incident, but what is known 
is that evidence exists indi
cating that obj ects are ca
pable of being thrown from 
the front cutting head of the 
slasher . The impact damage 
to the left glass door and 
the piece of wire embedded 
in the hydraulic line sup
port this .  Further evidence 
of wire being caught in the 
cutting head and rotating 
with the cutters is evi
denced by the damage to 
the rear metal guard of the 
cutter and the marks on the 
roller. 

As the path of the 
piece of wire through the 
man ' s  chest was in a 
straight line, his body must 
have been in a particular 
attitude towards the cutting 
head at the time of impact 
to allow this to occur. If he 
were leaning forward 
through the cabin door for 
any reason, the attitude of 
his upper body would have 
been appropriate for a piece 
of wire entangled in the 
cutting head to fly from the 
cutters (having separated at 
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Photo 1 1  
Close-up of one of the hydraulic lines showing scarring and gouging to the outer protective cov

ering. The arrow indicates a piece of wire which has penetrated point first into the protective 
covering. (This wire was of different specifications from that recovered during the autopsy) . 
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Photo 12  
The rear of the slasher showing the cutting head angled against the grass bank and a second cut

ting head at the rear of this machine. 

the rear metal guard) to account for his injuries . En
quiries with council workers revealed it is common 
practice to lean through the left door to determine 
the exact position of the slashing head because of 
reduced visibility from the cabin. It is apparent that 
the risk of the slasher throwing an obj ect at the op
erator is much more likely when the cutting head is 
at right angles (or close to it) to the left of the rna
chine and angled towards the vertical position, as the 
machine was found after the injury occurred (photo 
1 2) .  If the cutting head was in any other position 
from that shown in photo 1 2 , anything thrown from 

it would not necessarily be directed towards the 
cabin. 

The velocities and energies I have stated re
fer to the rotational speed of an obj ect caught in the 
cutters where it would impact the edge of the rear 
metal guard. Although this velocity does not seem 
great, (compared for example to a .22LR calibre bul
let), it  is unknown how much extra velocity would 
be imparted to a small piece of wire from its "whip
ping" action around the edge of the guard. Repro
ducing this event and measuring the velocity would 
be extremely difficult, if not impossible. 
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Assume the velocity and energy possessed 
by the wire was 3 7 1  ft/sec and 4.22 ft/lbs as calcu
lated. The angle of yaw was not a factor as the wire 
has traveled point first through the body. The cross 
sectional area of the piece of wire 2 .4mm in diame
ter is quite small ;  approximately 4 .52rnrn2 • The piece 
of wire was very stiff, had sharp j agged edges and 
weighed 1 3 . 8  grains. This means that due to its con
struction, the wire lost very little energy and there
fore velocity from deformation during its passage 
through the deceased 's  body. (This is in contrast to 
what normally occurs with lead bullets which will 
deform somewhat in tissue, depending on the factors 
listed above; this requires energy.)  The tissues struck 
were all soft with a 40crn wound track, except for 
the 8cm track through the two vertebral bodies .  The 
combination of these factors meant that the piece of 
wire, traveling at a low velocity and possessing low 
energy, managed to create the lethal injury sustained 
by the council worker. Although the man was not 
instantly incapacitated, the fact remains that even 
with nearby medical help, he still died as a result of 
his inj uries. 

Some texts state the minimum energies 
needed for a proj ectile to incapacitate a man. 
Beyer(4>, specified "58ft/lbs of kinetic energy was 
considered to be capable of producing a casualty".  
Wilbur(5l, reproduces a table under the heading "The 
Casualty Criterion", l isting from military literature, 
the energy necessary to put a man out of combat/to 
produce a casualty: 

Source Energl!_ - (J/lbs 

France 29 

Switzerland 46 

Germany 5 8  

United States 5 8  

U.S .S .R. 1 75 

These figures are nowhere as low as occurred in this 
case . This incident confirms that the type of projec
tile used, its velocity and the anatomical structures 
struck are so critical to the issue of what it takes to 
incapacitate someone; that the energy possessed by a 
proj ectile is but a small part of the whole equation. It 

is far too simple, not to mention incorrect, to suggest 
that (choose any number you wish) ft/lbs will inca
pacitate "the average man", without due regard to all 
the other very important considerations . For exam
ple, what if the wire which struck the council 
worker' s  chest was sideways at the time of impact? 
In that scenario the wire would have struck his ribs, 
but I doubt it would have penetrated his torso. Ad
mittedly he would have suffered some form of 
wound, but he wouldn ' t  be dead, because critical 
anatomical structures were not struck. And this 
really is the crux of the matter: It is the type of or
gans and tissues damaged which cause incapacita
tion. Bullet (proj ectile) el)ergies alone provide insuf
ficient information to predict whether a man will be 
incapacitated. 

In the aforementioned hypothetical scenario 
and in the actual incident, the same amount of ki
netic energy possessed by the wire was absorbed by 
the body, but the outcome would be very different. 
The council worker could have suffered a flesh 
wound, merely changing the orientation of the wire 
90 degrees would have prevented it from penetrating 
the rib cage and injuring vital tissues. But he sus
tained a fatal injury because one of the variables in 
the "incapacitation energy" equation was slightly 
changed. 

Three excellent examples are given by 
MacPherson(6>, showing why defining a number for 
incapacitation is nonsensical and that proj ectile ef
fectiveness is rarely proportional to kinetic energy 

· alone. In some cases more energy does mean more 
damage, . but this relationship is never constant be
cause of the other factors . The second example 
MacPherson gives is worth recounting to illustrate 
this idea. When a 200 lb man j umps from a 2 foot 
high chair, his potential energy is transformed into 
400 ft/lbs of kinetic energy when he lands. As the 
landing absorbs 400 ft/lbs of energy, how he lands is 
critical to the amount of damage he causes himself 
by absorbing this energy. If he lands with legs bent 
and spreads the force over time, he will not injure 
himself. However if he were to land on his head or 
with his legs locked straight, the stress experienced 
will probably be above the amount required to cause 
injury. The amount of energy absorbed by the man is 
the same in both landings, but the end result (an in
jury or not) is very different. 
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Conclusion References 
This was a fascinating case to investigate, 

and one that has proved to me that there is no such 
thing as incapacitation energy. This is a flawed con
cept because it fails to take into consideration many 
of the other factors which have a direct relationship 
on the wounding potential of proj ectiles. 
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COM M ENTARY 
This is a very interesting and unusual case. The separated wire segment could not 

have traveled through the air in a fixed orientation because this wire segment separated from 
the cutter which was rotating at high speed (there are also other complicated reasons why 
this is essential ly certain) .  The wire motion in the air is complex, but would be called "end 
over end" by most people. The probabil ity of this rotating wire segment impacting with in 3° of 
perpendicular is in the range of one in one thousand to one in ten thousand,  depending on 
the detai led model ing assumptions. The probability of this particular wire segment hitting the 
victim at all has to be less than one in one hundred.  For those cases when the victim is hit, 
the probabi l ity of hitting a location that produced this much bleeding is probably is in  the range 
of one in ten to one in one hundred. The apparently common mode of operating this machine 
is hazardous , but this victim was truly unfortunate, being fel led by what seems to be a literal ly 
one in a mi l l ion circumstance even if it is assumed that dozens of wire segments were thrown 
by the cutter. 

The wire segment was very l ikely i nitially straight and got bowed by hitting the bone. 
The wire shape is what is called technical ly the "first bending mode", and this is exactly what 
would be expected from bone impact. Those who wish to verify this can take a long piece of 
thin dowel rod and push on one end while holding on the other end (roughly simulating the 
bone impact); the dowel wil l  deform i nto the kind of bowed shape the wire has. 

The wire has relatively blunt ends, and it is wel l  known that a fu l l  wadcutter bullet is 
stable during penetration.  This wire is longer relative to the diameter than most wadcutter 
bul lets , but that doesn't have an important affect on stabi l ity at non-cavitating velocities. 
Thus, it is not real ly astonishing that the stra ight wire was stable during penetration, although 
it might be difficult to demonstrate this with experiments. As noted by Sgt. Dutton,  the ful l  
penetration with l ittle deviation with an in itially curved wire would be inexplicable. 

Efforts have been made in the past to try to convince individuals enamored of kinetic 
energy that it is a poor measure of effectiveness, often with no success . We can hope that 
Sgt. Dutton's carefu l ly documented case and analysis will be more effective in convincing 
those who are wil l ing to think at a l l .  This case will be referred to often in the future as a prime 
example of the fa l lacy of using kinetic energy as a measure of incapacitation. 

Duncan MacPherson 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Martin L. Fackler, MD, FA CS 
Richard T. Mason, MD, Medical Examiner of Santa Cruz County, CA 

"Gunshot Wounds - Practical Aspects of 
Firearms, Ballistics, and Forensic Tech
niques." 2"d Edition,  DiMaio, VJM, Boca 
Raton, CRD Press, 1 999. $89 .95 . 

Overview 
The chapters on firearms and ammunition, the 

forensic aspects ofballistics, the classification of gunshot 
wounds, and those describing the characteristics of 
wounds from various types of firearms from varying dis
tances and angles should prove useful, especially to the 
young and inexperienced forensic pathologist. They con
tain a wide variety of photographs from actual cases that 
demonstrate the practical applications of the principles 
explained in the text. 

This book contains many observations from the 
author's  wide experience as a Medical Examiner, which 
should prove useful in comparing observations made by 
readers in similar forensic cases. We wish, however, that 
more effort had been put into simple mechanistic analy
sis and explanation of the causes for what was observed. 
We have noted that most lawyers and juries can think 
their way through the mechanisms involved when pro
jectiles strike and penetrate the body. We find, in this 
book, a bit too much of the authoritarian attitude: many 
points are presented, unqualified, as certainties, with in
sufficient attention paid to the interactions of tissue and 
projectile, the forces involved, and how the forces caused 
the disruptions in both projectile and target tissue. 

One disturbing problem with this book is what has 
been overlooked. In the time since the first edition, in 
1 985, there have been a number of important develop
ments related to subjects covered in the book. Unfortu
nately, none of these technical advances (listed below) 
have been mentioned. • Gelatin tissue simulant has been matched to living mus

cle, standardized ( 10% gelatin shot at 4° C), and a cali
bration procedure for it has been developed so that all re
searchers can now compare results in an exact and mean
ingful manner. 

• After the FBI analyzed the causes for the bullet failure in 
the 1 986 Miami Shootout and found inadequate bullet 
penetration depth to be the problem, most law enforce
ment groups switched from fast and light handgun bul
lets to slower and heavier ones to assure adequate bullet 
penetration to avoid similar disasters in the future. • MacPherson's  book1 has presented an authoritative and 
well received analysis of the dynamics of bullet penetra
tion in tissue. MacPherson's penetration model provides 
an enhanced understanding of bullet penetration dynam
ics and the effects of the bullet-tissue interaction. • A far more precise method of measuring and illustrat
ing the type and location of tissue disruption caused by 
various bullets than the rough sketches shown in Figure 
3 .2 of Dr. DiMaio 's book has been developed. These il
lustrations have gained wide acceptance in the scien
tific community and are used to illustrate the chapter, 
Missle Caused Wounds, in the current edition of The 
NATO Handbook - Emergency War Surgery - a vol
ume that Dr. DiMaio has used as a reference in his 
book (p. 202). 

In preparing a book on gunshot wounds, even the 
most experienced of authors must supplement their ma
terial from cases by relying on the literature. The timing 
of the first edition of this book was unfortunate. The 
wound ballistics literature suffered from a plethora of 
errors, fallacies, and misconceptions during the time that 
the manuscript of the first edition was being prepared. 
Dr. DiMaio was apparently victimized by this faulty 
literature, as were so many others. The work that re
sulted in the identification and repair of most of these 
flaws in the wound ballistics literature was started only 
in the early 1 980s. 

The first edition of this book appeared in 1 985 
from a different publisher. We were familiar with the 
first edition, and were hoping that this new edition 
would correct some of the bothersome problems it con
tained. Unfortunately, with one exception, this did not 
happen. Since most of the fallacies and misconceptions 
that are addressed in this review also occurred in the 
first edition, this review should prove useful to those 
who have either edition. 
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The error we noted in the first edition that is 
corrected in the new edition was the fallacious assertion 
"For a bullet to enter the surface of bone, a minimum 
velocity of 200 ft/sec is necessary" (p. 92, 1 st ed). This 
was corrected in the current edition by adding "This fig
ure is suspect" (p. 1 1 3,  2"d ed). DiMaio also explains 
why the figure is invalid, but does not mention what 
caused him to consult the source of the 200 ft/sec figure 
and determine the figure to be "suspect". The faulty 
derivation of this 200 ft/sec figure, however, was also 
described, in detail, in a review of its source in 1 996.2 

Analysis of Problems 
The following are detailed descriptions of some 

of the major fallacies and misconceptions, overbroad 
generalizations, and attributions of effects to the wrong 
variables remaining in the second edition of this book. 

Recoil Timing Misintrepretation 
On pages 28-29 there is a serious misconception 

in the section on "Caseless Ammunition". In trying to 
explain the accuracy of the three round burst from the 
Heckler & Koch 4.73 x 33 mm light weight G 1 1  
bullpup rifle, Dr. DiMaio writes that this increased accu
racy was made possible by the increased (2000 
shots/min) rate of fire. He explains that, at that rate, 
" . . .  the three rounds would already have left the barrel 
before the weapon began to recoil". In fact, Newton's 
Laws of Motion indicate that a weapon's  recoil starts at 
the moment the bullet starts its path down the barrel. In 
the G 1 1 , the bullet has left the barrel, which means the 
recoil impulse is completed in less than two millisec
onds. The 2000 shots per minute rate is 33 .3 shots per 
second -- or 30 milliseconds per shot. After the recoil 
impulse is imparted, there is about 2 8  milliseconds be
fore the next shot. This is plenty of time for the rifle to 
be moved by the reaction to and the absorption of the 
recoil impulse. 

recoil. By largely eliminating this cause of barrel mis
alignment by recoil, Heckler & Koch have attained a 
heretofore unheard of accuracy and consistency for their 
three shot burst. It is surprising that other weapon makers 
have not adopted this superb design concept. 

The Kinetic Energy Fallacy 
On page 14 appears "in dealing with rifles, the 

severity of the wound is determined by the amount of 
kinetic energy lost by a bullet in the body". This com
mon fallacy is repeated many times throughout this 
book - seriously detracting from the book's credibility. 
Unfortunately, Dr. DiMaio has apparently missed 
MacPherson's work, which deals well with the kinetic 
energy fallacy. 1 MacPherson derives a bullet penetration 
model based on Newton's  Laws of Motion, and points 
out that bullet-tissue interactions are properly analyzed 
by consideration of forces and momentum transfer, not 
energy relationships.  He comments on page seven of his 
book: 

Any attempt to derive the effect of bullet impact 
in tissue using energy relationships is ill advised 
and wrong because the problem cannot be ana
lyzed that way and only someone without the 
requisite technical background would try. 

Even more surprisingly, two other references 
that clearly demolish the kinetic energy fallacy are cited 
by Dr. DiMaio for other reasons.3'4 Yet, apparently he 
missed the parts of these references that contradict the 
kinetic energy theories. The repeated attempts to "ex
plain" things using kinetic energy loss obfuscates rather 
than clarifies. The magnitude, type, and location of tis
sue disruption, and explanations of the forces that cause 
tissue disruption - the crux of wound ballistics - are 
hidden behind the "kinetic energy" smoke screen. 

On pages 55 and 56, Dr. DiMaio uses an inter
esting comparison in an attempt to support his kinetic 
energy theory - but the comparison is counterproduc
tive. He compares the kinetic energy of the M 1 6A 1  55 
grain bullet to that of the 405 grain lead 45-70 bullet. 
They have about the same kinetic energy and he claims, 
therefore, they are "capable of producing the same sized 
temporary cavities" (which, according to Dr. DiMaio, 
equates to their being of equal "effectiveness"). Actu-
ally, the 45-70 produces a smaller temporary cavity than 
the M 1 6: a greater percentage of its kinetic energy goes 
into producing its large permanent cavity -- a far more 

The real reason the G 1 1  keeps the three shots so 
close together is the design of the rifle. The magazine in 
which the caseless rounds are stacked is placed above the 
barrel and parallel to it. This puts the barrel in an unusu
ally low position - and the bore of the barrel is lined up 
directly with the middle of the butt plate. This places the 
recoil straight back directly against the point of resis
tance to the recoil; and minimizes the torque produced by 
the recoil force that rotates the barrel out of alignment. 
Almost all long guns have their butt plate below the 
plane of the barrel; this causes the barrel to rise from the 

reliable tissue disruption mechanism than the temporary 
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will reliably kill prairie dogs, woodchucks, and possibly 
coyotes up to 200 yards. Most state game laws do not 
permit the use of the .223 Remington (the civilian ver
sion of the M 1 6) for shooting even the smaller types of 
deer because its limited wounding capability makes 
clean kills unlikely. The 45-70, however, has been used 
successfully for many years in hunting the larger species 
of big game - such as moose, elk, and buffalo. The 
claim that the M 16 has the same killing power as the 45-
70 is simply absurd. This absurdity follows from the 
fallacy that kinetic energy is the sole measure of bullet 
effectiveness (tissue disruption), or1:hat the size of the 
temporary cavity determines the effectiveness of rifle 
bullets. The deep penetration and the 45 or larger caliber 
hole (depending on degree of bullet expansion) made by 
the 405 grain 45-70 bullet is the factor that gives the 45-
70 bullet the capacity to bring down the largest game on 
this continent: yet this permanent tissue disruption is 
completely ignored by Dr. DiMaio's temporary cavity 
theory. 

Wound Ballistics 
Chapter three, Wound Ballistics, suffers greatly 

from Dr. DiMaio's reliance on the work of Callender 
and French, researchers whose work has been shown to 
be seriously flawed. 1 '5 The assertion (page 59) that a 
bullet's " . . .  retardation varies as the square of the angle 
of yaw . . .  " is not true. A few simple mathematical cal
culations rapidly show the error of the assertion: 1 0  
squared i s  100, thus a bullet at 10° o f  yaw should be 
retarded 100 times as much as one at one degree of yaw; 
and a bullet at 40° of yaw should be retarded 1 600 times 
as much as a bullet at one degree of yaw. These degrees 
of retardation will be recognized as absurd by anybody 
with experience in serious scientific testing of bullets in 
a valid tissue simulant. A previous review of Dr. Di
Maio's reference one2 (his source of this misconception) 
describes this retardation--yaw angle relationship fallacy 
in more detail . 

The wound ballistics chapter contains many 
other unwarranted generalizations and unqualified false 
assertions . Some of these are: • p. 54 - Here, the myth of "remote injuries" supposedly 

produced by "high-velocity" rifle bullets is repeated. A 
problem here, and throughout this book, is the use of ad
jectives such as "large" (often referring to temporary 
cavity size), "high" (often referring to velocity), and 
"remote", without any numerical reference to the magni
tude that the writer has in mind. Scientific writing de-
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mands clarity and precision - which such fuzzy use of 
adjectives is not. In any case, the generally accepted 
meaning of "remote" is "far from". How far is "far"? 
We suggest that the reader will think "remote", in the 
context used, would indicate a foot or more away from 
the bullet path. This makes the assertion at least a three
fold exaggeration. We have found that the tissue disrup
tion caused by even the highest velocity bullets (pro
duced experimentally, or in actual cases) is within four 
inches of the bullet's  path - certainly not "remote" in 
any sensible use of the word. We must add that Dr. Di
Maio is not alone in his use of "remote injuries" purport
edly caused by "high velocity" rifle bullets. In the 
1970's, its use was epidemic - as exaggerations often are 
- but it was never substantiated by the data presented by 
those who used it. • p. 56 - "It has been found that above a certain critical 
velocity 800 to 900 m/s (2625 to 2953 ft/sec), the charac
ter of a wound changes radically with tissue destruction 
being much more severe." The authors of the paper 
cited for this information were equivocal, writing "There 
appear to be critical velocities . . .  which produce more 
outstanding effects . . .  ". As presented in this book, their 
equivocal assumptions became certainties. There were 
no data supporting the assumption of a "critical veloc
ity", independent of bullet mass and construction, in the 
paper cited; and every valid study done since then has 
disproved the idea. All else being equal, as bullet mass 
and velocity increases, so does tissue disruption - in a 
smooth continuum - with no sudden changes at any 
threshold velocity. Peculiarly, after erroneously present
ing the "critical velocity" concept as proven fact, Dr. 
DiMaio disavows it on the following page. He replaces 
it, however, with yet another unsubstantiated claim -
" . . .  there is instead a critical level (amount) of kinetic en
ergy loss above which tissue destruction becomes radi
cally more severe" . His replacement is no more support
able than the critical velocity fallacy - it is just more ob
scure (see "The Kinetic Energy Fallacy" above). • p. 59 - The description of a rifle bullet's yaw in air is 
flawed; apparently based on a few specialized cases. For 
instance, the assertion that "stabilization of the bullet as 
the range increases explains the observation that close-up 
wounds are often more destructive than distant wounds". 
Actually, this can usually be explained much more easily 
- close-up wounds are made by bullets traveling at 
higher velocity than those that cause distant wounds. 
Additionally, "It [bullet stability increasing at long 
range] also explains the observation that a rifle bullet 
penetrates deeper at 100 yards than at 10 feet." appears 
to claim that all rifle bullets penetrate more deeply at 100 
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yards than they do at 10 feet. Most rifle bullets, in fact, 
penetrate more deeply at a range of I 0 feet than they do 
at 100 yards - because their velocity is higher at 10  feet. 
Many full metal jacketed bullets do yaw and tum over 
during penetration and some break up during this process 
(depending on velocity and bullet design) with resulting 
decreased penetration depth. This bullet breakup is more 
likely at shorter ranges where bullet velocity is higher. 
This range dependency is caused by bullet velocity loss, 
and has nothing to do with bullet stability in air. It is also 
true that expanding bullets often will penetrate less 
deeply at shorter ranges because the increased velocity 
causes the bullet to expand more, increasing tissue dis
ruption but decreasing penetration. This expanding bullet 
effect also has nothing to do with bullet yaw or stability 
in air. • p. 60 - "Blunt nose bullets being less streamlined than 
spitzer (pointed) bullets are retarded more by the tissue 
and therefore lose greater amounts of kinetic energy." 
forgets that most pointed rifle bullets yaw earlier in their 
penetration than most round nosed bullets do. The first 
jacketed rifle bullets, which were round nosed and about 
five calibers long, typically penetrated about two feet in 
tissue before yawing. Pointed bullets are typically far 
less stable in tissue, yawing earlier. They are therefore 
retarded much more, because of their earlier yaw, than 
are round nosed bullets. • p. 60 -- "Lead roundnose bullets will start to deform at a 
velocity above 340 m/s (1 1 1 6 ftlsec) . . .  " is untrue as a 
broad generalization. Lead alloys come in varying de
grees of hardness: the linotype class alloys commonly 
used for cast rifle bullets show no deformation at 460 
m/s (1 500 ft/sec), while nearly pure lead bullets show 
slight deformation at 2 10  m/s (690 ftlsec). Dr. DiMaio 
should have consulted MacPherson's book1 where he 
would have found the subject of lead bullet deformation 
at varying velocities handled accurately, and several 
photographs of testing results are shown (Chapter 7 Bul
let Expansion Analysis and Testing). • p. 60 - "Soft-point and hollow-point centerfire rifle bul
lets not only tend to expand as they go through the body, 
but also shed lead fragments from the core." This is an
other overbroad generalization - some do, some don't. 
Many rifle bullets made for hunting very large game are 
designed to avoid fragmentation so that the bullet main
tains maximum mass for deeper penetration. Many 
smaller caliber bullets made for hunting varmints are 
constructed to break apart, or fragment completely, or 
nearly so. There is a large variation in the fragmentation 
behavior of rifle bullets. 

• p. 61  - "The tendency of a full metal-jacketed bullet to 
break up in the body is governed by its velocity and ten
dency to radically yaw." In reality, the thickness and 
hardness of the bullet's jacket is the variable most likely 
to govern a bullet's breakup in the body. 

Marginal Abrasion 
On page 85 we find "Entrance wounds in the 

skin overlying the clavicle generally have a wider abra
sion ring than those in other parts of the body, possibly 
due to reinforcement of a thin layer of skin by curved 
bone (Figure 4. 1 7  A)." This contradicts the mechanism 
for the production of marginal abrasion described on 
page 84, "The abrasion ring occurs when the bullet 
abrades ('rubs raw') the edges of the hole as it indents 
and pierces the skin . . . .  " The indentation of the skin is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 1 6A, and is well known as the 
cause of marginal abrasion. The more easily the skin in
dents, the more prominent an abrasion ring is likely to be 
produced. The skin over the clavicle, however, is sup
ported by the bone and prevented from indenting - thus 
shots there should have little or no abrasion ring rather 
than a wider one as Dr. DiMaio postulates. 

We suggest another mechanism for the increased 
abrasion sometimes seen around bullet entrance holes 
over the clavicle: a shored entrance. This is the mecha
nistic equivalent of the shored exit (in which the skin is 
pushed against some resistant piece of clothing such as a 
bra strap, a belt, a tightly stretched jacket, etc.) as it exits. 
The shored entrance (which we have never seen de
scribed in a book on the forensic interpretation of gun
shot wounds) is caused by a heavy piece of clothing, or 
something such as a matchbook, that is penetrated by the 
bullet and pushed against the skin, abrading it as the bul
let enters. If we remember that sweatshirt type garments 
have a neck band that comes over the clavicle, it be
comes clear why abrasions are sometimes seen around 
entrance wounds over the clavicle. We recall a case in 
which a 00 Buckshot perforated the neck band of a 
sweatshirt causing an abrasion around the entrance hole 
that was several times the diameter of the projectile that 
caused it. If we examine Dr. DiMaio's Figure 4. 1 7A 
(page 86) we see exactly the same thing. This abrasion is 
spread out laterally; which is where the thin, linear, and 
horizontally situated clavicle would be supporting the 
skin. We suggest that the bullet that caused the hole had 
passed through something akin to the neck band of a 
sweatshirt, and this went unnoticed. This is the only 
plausible cause for the abrasion shown that makes sense 
mechanistically. And the simple mechanical interaction 
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of bullet and tissue is where we should be looking for 
explanations of abrasion size and shape. 

On page 146, Dr. DiMaio notes that some hand
gun bullet entrance wounds do not have an abrasion ring. 
He adds that this is "most commonly associated with 
high velocity cartridges such as the .357 Magnum and 
the 9-mm Parabellum . . . . " We suggest that, in pointing 
out the "high velocity" of these bullets, Dr. DiMaio has 
overlooked the critical variable - which is bullet con
struction. We suggest that these "high velocity" bullets 
that did not cause abrasion rings were also hollow point 
bullets. The mechanism is simple: hollow point bullets 
act like a leather punch when they strike the skin - re
moving a disk of skin which measures about 20 caliber 
in most .357" diameter hollow point bullets. Since this 
skin is removed rather than being pushed ahead and 
abraded, what would become the abraded skin in a round 
nosed bullet penetration is no longer there, and the edges 
of the hole produced by the skin's  removal need to be 
dilated only slightly for the bullet to get through. Addi
tionally, we should note that the full wadcutter bullet also 
cuts a sharp round hole without an appreciable abrasion 
ring. 

To close this section on marginal abrasion, we 
must point out 4. 1 9B, on page 88, in which the caption 
reads "entrance of .38  caliber S&W bullet showing ab
sence of abrasion ring". The figure appears to us to show 
an excellent example of the presence of an abrasion ring: 
yet it is presented as showing the "absence" of an abra
sion ring. We don't know if this is a misinterpretation or 
a misprint. We noted also on page 128 another apparent 
misinterpretation or misprint: in Figure 5 .3  B the wound 
is described as "circular" to differentiate it from the 
wound shown in Figure 5 .3 A which is clearly a stellate 
wound. The problem is that the wound shown in B, al
though more "circular" than A, has five clearly seen 
circumferential splits. We think most would correctly 
term this wound "stellate" also. 

Shot cups 

tangular marks, each corresponding in length to the 
length of the petals, it is pretty safe to opine that the dis
tance of fire was close to two feet. The difficulty comes 
when the petal marks are considerably shorter than they 
would be if the petals were fully extended. This means 
that the shot was made either from a distance of one to 
one-and-one-half feet (in which case the petals were still 
pointing forward, being only partially extended) or the 
shot was made from a distance of three to four feet (in 
which case the petals were at least partially bent back
wards pointing away from the target). The answer can be 
determined by examining the recovered shotcup petals. 
If the tips of the petals are grossly deformed, they struck 
the skin while pointed forward, partially extended, and 
the distance of fire was less than two feet. If the tips of 
the petals are essentially undeformed, the shotcup struck 
with the petals folded back in a position that protected 
their tips from striking anything and becoming deformed, 
and the distance of fire was more than two feet. The 
shotcup petal deformation at various ranges is a good 
example of the simple, easy to understand (once it is 
clearly explained) type of mechanism that juries grasp 
and appreciate. 

The experiment that proved the importance of 
shotcup petal deformation in determining distance of 
fire6 was done to further define the mechanism after 
shotcup petal deformation proved to be an important 
finding in a case in which Dr. DiMaio testified; and later 
the results of that study were used to establish distance of 
fire in another case in which he testified. Yet, there is no 
mention of shotcup petal deformation as a determinant of 
distance of fire in either edition of his book. 

Caliber Determination from 
Entrance Wound 

On page 1 1 8  we find the assertion "The caliber 
of the bullet that caused an entrance wound in the skin 
cannot be determined by the diameter of the entrance." 
As written, that assertion is literally true. We agree that 
one cannot differentiate a 30 caliber from a 32 caliber, or 

From pages 239 to 243 , Dr. DIMaio discusses even a 35 caliber bullet from the size of the entrance 
the marks made on the skin by the petals of shotcups as wound it makes in the skin. Dr. DiMaio's  broad unquali-
they fold out during flight and the aid these marks give in fied assertion, however, is commonly interpreted to deny 
determining distance of fire. He illustrates this with sev- that any conclusion at all can be made about bullet cali-
eral photographs. Shotcup petals usually catch the air and ber from the size of the hole it makes in the skin. We 
begin opening by the time they are about one foot from believe that few forensic pathologists would deny their 
the muzzle; they are generally fully folded out (sticking ability to differentiate the hole made in the skin by a 22 
out perpendicular to the shot path) two feet from the caliber bullet from that made by a 45 caliber bullet in a 
muzzle; and have begun to fold back by three feet from side-by-side comparison. Yet, Dr. DiMaio's  assertion is 
the muzzle. Thus, if the mark on the skin shows four rec- interpreted by many to deny that such a determination 
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would be possible. He expands on his assertion by men
tioning skin that might be tightly stretched at the time it 
was perforated as a confounding factor. Yes, it is: but 
only in one direction. Perforating stretched skin can di
minish the size of the hole relative to the caliber of the 
bullet that caused it, but it can not enlarge it. Some clari
fication, by Dr. DiMaio, of his meaning regarding the 
limitations he intended in the aforementioned assertion 
would be helpful. 

Hollow Point Handgun Bullets 
In Appendix A (pp. 379-382) Dr. DiMaio makes 

a laudable attempt to counteract exaggerations and myths 
about the effects of hollow point handgun bullets. In this 
attempt, however, he makes several unqualified asser
tions that are unsupportable, and thus, weaken his argu
ment. He writes that when a hollow point bullet expands 
" . . .  the amount of tissue crushed and shredded will, theo
retically (my emphasis), be greater than if the bullet did 
not expand . . .  " and follows with "In reality, a solid or 
non-expanding bullet may produce equal if not more 
direct injury to tissue . . . .  ". We feel that this is mislead
ing. When the well-designed hollow point handgun bul
let expands, it typically doubles its diameter and its lead
ing surface flattens. To say that such an expanded bullet 
will not crush more tissue during penetration than a simi
lar non-expanded round nosed bullet flies in the face of 
wide experience with actual and controlled experimental 
shots, facts derived from MacPherson's  penetration 
model, 1 and good sense. 

On page 3 80 we find "In the case of handgun 
bullets, the size of the temporary cavity produced by hol
low-point bullets versus non-deforming bullets is not 
significantly different so as to effect the severity of 
wounds." This assertion cannot be accepted as a broad 
generalized truth: it needs to be qualified. Adding "most" 
before "wounds" would make it a true statement. Al
though true for loops of bowel, muscle, and lung, it is 
certainly not true for shots through the liver. The diame
ter of the temporary cavity produced by a 38 Special l 5 8 
gr lead round nosed bullet is about four em: which means 
the 2xl em bullet hole (where the bullet is traveling 
sideways) is stretched only about 1 to 1 Yz em on each 
side). The temporary cavity produced by most well
designed +P hollow point 3 8  Special bullets, when they 
expand, is nine to ten em. in diameter. A ten em. tempo
rary cavity is likely to cause multiple significant stellate 
tears and increased bleeding in the liver, compared to a 
cavity of only four em. which will produce little if any 
damage in addition to the tissue crushed by direct bullet 
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impact. It is important to realize, however, that loops of 
bowel, lung, and muscle, comprise the great majority of 
the volume of the human tprso. The liver is a small tar
get, and although fragile, bleeding from it is not likely to 
be as rapid as that from the heart and major blood ves
sels. 

On page 3 8 1 ,  appears, "It is the nature of the 
structure injured, not the nature of the bullet, that causes 
the incapacitation." Actually, it is both. 

Conclusion 
Because of the problems we found and de

scribed above, we would like to check the references in a 
few other areas that appear to us to be possibly problem
atic. Unfortunately, we are prevented from doing an ade
quate job of reference checking because in none of the 
book references are the pages given where the material 
cited can be found. This oversight also occurred in the 
first edition. It is difficult to imagine how two different 
publishers would miss this referencing oversight - which 
causes the book citations to fall below the accepted stan
dard of scholarly and scientific publishing. 

Dr. DiMaio's book fills a need: there is no other 
book available on the forensic aspects of gunshot 
wounds, and this book will be widely used, as is his first 
edition. Despite the problems we have had to point out, 
we wish to emphasize that most of this book is sound, 
reliable, and useful. Unfortunately, it is difficult for any
body but an expert on gunshot wounds to be able to rec
ognize the problem areas and separate the reliable from 
the questionable. We hope this review will be viewed in 
a positive light and be used as an errata sheet, a role 
which can provide a useful service in making either edi
tion of Dr. DiMaio's book more useful to the forensic 
science community. 
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BOOK REVIEWnuncan MacPherson 
Modern External Ballistics - The Launch 
and Flight Dynamics of Symmetric Pro
jectiles, 1 998, Robert L. McCoy, Schiffer Pub

lishing, Ltd., 4880 Lower Valley Road, Atglen, 
PA 193 1 0, $95.00 

The author (recently deceased) worked for 30 
years at the U.S .  Army Ballistic Research Laboratory; 
his "students, coworkers, peers, and friends" have a 
nice dedication page attesting to his contributions to 
the field. 

The first chapter of Modern External Ballistics 
is a very interesting summary of the history of ballis
tics. The problems associated with ballistic modeling 
and calculation prior to the advent of modem com
puters are not obvious to those who did not live at that 
time, and the efforts to deal with these problems are 
well explained. McCoy not only explains why the G 
functions (Gavre) were produced, but shows what they 
are in modem drag coefficient notation (detail for some 
of these functions is in Chapter 4). This information is 
important and not readily available because most users 
don't have the details. These graphs show quite clearly 
the significant drag errors made by the common prac
tice of using G 1 (the G function for shape # 1 )  for all 
projectiles. McCoy summarizes the history of com
puter impact on ballistics, and describes computational 
tools that are now available to provide estimates of 
aerodynamic models for different projectile shapes. 

The first chapter is text, figures, and a few 
simple graphs, and can easily be followed by persons 
without technical training. The statement on the dust 
jacket that "the level of the text requires an under
graduate education" in a technical area (mathematics, 
physics, or engineering) serves as fair warning for all 
the chapters after the first. Anyone without a technical 
background will find most of this book very heavy go
ing. This is primarily a reference book for those with a 
serious interest in ballistic trajectory modeling and 
computation. Modern External Ballistics is compre
hensive; it contains not only the modem equations and 
nomenclature, but also definitions and nomenclature 
that allow the reader to utilize old data sources (e.g., 
NACA reports). This kind of a reference is very useful 
on occasion to the professional ballistician or others 
directly involved in modeling or computation, but not 

to the person who just wants to inte l l igently use an ex
isting computer program. 

Chapter 2 defines aerodynamic forces and 
moments; this material is what would be expected in a 
first aerodynamics course, but is often not presented as 
compactly and conveniently. 

Chapter 3 discusses trajectories in vacuum; 
this is usually the first freshman physics class at a good 
engineering college. The presentation is compact and 
well done. 

Chapter 4 is "Notes on Aerodynamic Drag", 
and contains comments on the effect of various projec
tile configurational aspects on drag. This chapter is 
very useful to anyone in design, and also useful to any
one who wants insight into the effects of bullet con
figuration on drag. 

Chapter 5 describes "flat-fire" trajectories; this 
special case refers to near horizontal trajectories at 
ranges where trajectory curvature due to gravity is 
small. This encompasses most small arms trajectories, 
and is  at least arguably worth the 1 0  pages devoted to it 
despite the fact that modem computers can (and do) 
solve the general case. However, Chapter 6 describes 
an 1 880 solution (by Siacci) to this problem and takes 
about 20% of the total book pages doing so. This is a 
bad choice that could only have occurred through nos
talgic fondness for a good piece of analysis overriding 
the recognition that this analysis is an obsolete histori
cal artifact. The fact that much of the small arms in
dustry is mired in 1 91h century ballistics doesn't matter. 

The subsequent chapters describe the effects of 
winds and other more complex forces, and describe 3 
and 6 degree-of-freedom simulations. These chapters 
are comprehensive and well written. 

The bottom line is that Modern External Bal
listics is a useful reference for those with a professional 
interest in ballistics; the completeness and orderly 
structure has the potential to repay the not insignificant 
price ($95 .00) several times over in time saved over 
the years . Persons with a technical background and a 
serious interest in learning ballistics on their own 
should consider this for their "home study" textbook. 
On the other hand, those with a more casual interest 
should be warned that Modern External Ballistics is 
not light reading. 
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Introduction 
The magazine Tactical Shooter has been pub

lished for about 1 8  months with a target readership of 
those using rifles for precision shooting in law en
forcement and military scenarios. However, the con
tent is actually much more relevant to military opera
tions; there is much more attention paid to ghillie suits 
than to the incapacitation required by law enforcement. 
The December 1 998 (V1 # 1 1 ,  pages 28-35) issue of 
Tactical Shooter finally did contain an article related to 
wound ballistics entitled Terminal Ballistics - A Criti
cal Consideration by M. L. McPherson (no relation). 
This article was essentially a laudatory description of a 
demonstration by an ammunition manufacturer (Hor
nady) promoting fragmenting loads. This article 
pointed out the advantages of fragmenting bullets in 
minimizing the risk of unintended casualties, but con
tained some misstatements or errors in dynamics and 
essentiaily ignored wound ballistic principles, espe
cialiy with the .223 loads. I submitted the following 
article commenting on three major problems. The first 
of these topics is the use of gelatin, where several er
rors or misunderstandings appear in the article; these 
errors are generally evident from context and are not 
repeated herein. The second brief topic is a preposter
ous statement related to body armor. The final topic is 
incapacitation; the text summarizes the issues and tries 
to explain why the .223 rounds so lauded in the article 
will not always be effective incapacitators. 

A response from the editor of Tactical Shooter 
stated that they planned to publish the article, but this 
never occurred. I choose to believe that the editor ul
timately decided to let his readers remain poorly in
formed rather than admit that one of his prominent au
thors had written nonsense on topics he didn't really 
understand. 

Gelatin Penetration 
The dynamics of bullet penetration in tissue 

were not weii modeled in detail prior to the work de
scribed in Reference 1 .  Since at least 1 00 pages in 
Reference 1 are devoted directly or indirectly to this 
subject, it is obvious that a detailed explanation of 
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these dynamics cannot be provided in a short note. 
Consequently, the format of the foilowing is simple 
factual statements substantiated in Reference 1 ,  with 
no attempt to "prove" them to someone not familiar 
with these very well proven (but not generally under
stood) dynamics. 

The standard gelatin in use today is 10% gela
tin calibrated. The development of the calibration con
cept and the initial work that showed what standard 
corresponded to typical living soft tissue was done by 
Dr. Martin L. Fackler about 1 0  years ago. The penetra
tion model demonstrates why the calibration concept 
and selected implementation are both sound. It speaks 
very we II of Homady that they are reporting calibration 
data because this does permit compensation and a valid 
comparison of data from other sources doing calibra
tion. At this time, 20% gelatin is only used by indi
viduals who do not understand the value of and need 
for a calibrated standard. The penetration model shows 
that 20% gelatin gives a good representation of bullet 
fragmentation or expansion in soft tissue, but testing 
proves that 20% gelatin does not give a good represen
tation of penetration depth and the penetration model 
shows why this is true. 

Projectiles penetrating "soft solids" (e.g., tis
sue, gelatin) have three discrete and very different 
penetration dynamics regimes, and in each of these 
regimes the penetration model is very different. The 
three regimes are respectively dominated by cavitating 
flow effects, viscous incompressible flow effects, and 
soft solid elastic structure effects. In none of these re
gimes is the penetration even approximately propor
tional to the square root of velocity for spheres or any 
other body shape. 

Standard gelatin has been defined to be gelatin 
that has an 8 .5cm penetration depth by a standard steel 
BB at 590 ft/sec because this has been shown by test to 
match the penetration in typical living soft tissue. The 
penetration model shows that an equivalent penetration 
at 600 ft/sec is 3 .4 inches. Penetrations measured in 
non-standard gelatin can be corrected to penetrations in 
standard gelatin for projectile shapes whose penetra
tion parameters have been measured. For most bullet 
shapes this requires a computer program of the 
penetration model, although Reference 1 gives graphs 
that can be used to make this correction for typical JHP 
handgun builets. Very few people find a properly done 
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correction easy with the possible exception of JHP 
handgun bullet correction using the graphs. 

The bad news associated with calibration cor
rection is that when improperly done it can introduce 
errors larger than those resulting from non-standard 
gelatin. The good news for rifle shooters is that the 
size of the penetration correction relative to the total 
penetration is much smaller for bullets at typical rifle 
velocities than for handgun bullet velocities. As a very 
rough approximation, the correction for bullets that do 
not break up can be assumed to be twice the gelatin 
penetration deviation from standard; i .e . ,  if the BB 
calibration depth at 600 ft/sec is 4.0 inch rather than 
the standard 3 .4 inch, the measured bullet penetration 
is 1 .2 inches too deep. This is very approximate, but 
won't mislead you with a significant over correction; it 
also correctly indicates that the correction to rifle bul
lets that remain intact is usually too small to be critical 
in ammunition evaluation if the gelatin is reasonably 
close to standard. The error in the "wound track" 
length from a small fragment breaking off the bullet 
will be approximately proportional to the calibration 
BB penetration variation from standard; i .e . ,  if the BB 
calibration depth at 600 ft/sec is 4.0 inch rather than 
the standard 3 .4 inch, a small fragment "wound track" 
that measured 8 .0 inches after breaking off from the 
main bullet should be only 6 .8  inches long. This ap
proximation is better than the solid bullet approxima
tion above; it will usually be within one or two tenths 
of an inch for small fragments, and that is well within 
uncertainties and repeatability. Note also that penetra
tion correction is much more important for handgun 
bullets for a variety of reasons related to both dynamics 
and physiological incapacitation mechanisms. 

Body Armor 
While it simplistically seems that a bullet 

might penetrate body armor with a very low retained 
velocity, the dynamics of barrier penetration make this 
almost impossible. As a result, a bullet penetrating any 
barrier (including body armor) essentially always has 
enough velocity to create a serious wound. 

The statement in the article "Generally, a solid 
hit with the .308 could be expected to do the job 
whether or not the bullet penetrated the body armor." is 
inexplicable for any reasonable interpretation of "do 
the job". In actuality, any blunt force trauma from ar
mor stopping a .308 bullet is  not a significant concern 
(notwithstanding the DOJ emphasis on blunt trauma), 
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whereas a .308 bullet penetrating the armor can be ex
pected to create a very serious (possibly fatal) wound. 

Incapacitation Issues 
The concept of kinetic energy as a measure of 

efficiency in incapacitation has reared its ugly head in 
this article. The fact that a .223 bullet knocked over a 
gelatin block and a handgun buiiet didn't is empha
sized with the implication that this demonstrates that 
the .223 is more effective. A simple example will 
show how simplistic this is. A teenage girl could eas
ily knock over all the blocks with one push; does this 
mean that her push is a more effective incapacitator 
than either a .223 or handgun bullet? The inevitable 
response "that' s  different" ,.is correct, but its also true 
that the incapacitating mechanisms of .223 bullets and 
handgun bullets are different in important ways. Inca
pacitation mechanisms cannot be considered simplisti
cally without risking serious error. Reference 1 has 
one chapter devoted to the problems with simplisticaliy 
interpreting kinetic energy, and another devoted to a 
discussion of incapacitation mechanisms; the com
ments that follow are necessarily abbreviated. 

Significant central nervous system (CNS) 
trauma almost always (nothing in physiology seems 
absolute) creates instant incapacitation, and impact by 
almost any bullet will suffice; this is why head shots 
are the preferred choice in SWAT scenarios. Bullet 
impacts that do not create CNS trauma do not create 
the same certainty of physiological incapacitation, and 
so present much more complicated physiological ef
fects that result in most of the common incapacitation 
'misunderstandings. 

Handgun bullets produce temporary wound 
cavities, but these temporary cavities are not an impor
tant incapacitation mechanism because they are too 
small. Most soft tissues in the body can be displaced 2 
to 4 inches without serious discomfort, much less inca
pacitation. As a result, the important physiological 
trauma created by handgun bullets is a result of the 
permanent wound cavity (the tissue crushed by bullet 
passage). 

In contrast, the temporary cavities created by 
rifle bullets are much larger and are much more likely 
to create incapacitating trauma. The extreme cases are 
varmit shootings, where the temporary cavity is larger 
than the animal body and blows it apart (unambiguous 
incapacitation by any measure) .  In cases of interest 
here (e.g., .308 on human targets) the temporary cavity 
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is smaller than the body, but still large enough to be a 
very important factor in physiological trauma. The 
total volume of the temporary cavity is roughly propor
tional to bullet kinetic energy. The kinetic energy 
equals incapacitation effectiveness paradigm probably 
has its basis in these relationships (where it is partly 
justified), but is often (and unsoundly) generalized to 
situations where it is not at all valid. More impor
tantly, these relationships mean that the effect of a 
fragmenting bullet is to change the shape of the (nearly 
fixed volume) temporary cavity relative to a non
fragmenting bullet having the same kinetic energy. 
The fragmenting bullet has a shorter temporary cavity 
(because the penetration is less), so the diameter of the 
temporary cavity is larger. This will be advantageous 
in creating greater trauma as long as the temporary 
cavity is located in a desirable place in the body. In 
addition, the combination of fragmentation and a large 
temporary cavity is synergistic in creating trauma. 
This added effectiveness occurs because the fragments 
weaken the tissue in the area of penetration, creating 
much more tearing as a result of the stresses in the tis
sue caused by the temporary cavity. Thus, fragmenting 
rifle bullets not only have the extremely important ad
vantage of minimizing unintended casualties pointed 
out in the article, but may also be more effective in 
creating wound trauma incapacitation. 

The fragmenting .308 rounds not only produce 
a large temporary cavity, but have a cavity depth of 10  
inches or so; some testing with LAPD SWAT demon
strated this with rounds that fragment more completely 
than the Hornady rounds described. This largely 
solves the problem of properly locating the temporary 
cavity in the body; torso shots will usually be satisfac
tory for all but the most atypical body configurations. 
SWAT scenarios where head shots are taken will al
ways be effective. 

military bullet is FMJ, but fragments when it overturns 
in the body due to a relatively fragile jacket, creating 
effective wounds via tissue tear even with the modest 
temporary cavity. The Swedes made an abortive anti
M 1 6  campaign in the 1 970s on the basis that the M l 93 
was "Geneva Convention inhumane", and failed again 
in their latest efforts (the issues summarized in Refer
ence 2 were presented by W. Hays Parks at the 1997 
International Workshop).  Despite all this, the .223 is 
not an especially trauma creating round with any bul
let. Note that a 20 grain lead pellet from an incom
pletely fragmenting round shows a satisfactory "pene
tration depth", but is relatively worthless (would you 
pick a .22 short to do the job?). 

The basic problem with the .223 round from a 
law enforcement incapacitation standpoint is that the 
temporary cavity isn ' t  very big and needs to be well 
positioned to be effective. The associated problem 
with the fragmenting .223 rounds tested (especially the 
40 grain) is that the temporary cavity is not very deep. 
As a result, these fragmenting rounds will create shal
low wounds unpleasant to experience and which might 
encourage surrender, but which are not physiologically 
incapacitating even if they hit the torso directly (e.g., 
without hitting an arm first). This problem may be 
manageable in SWAT scenarios where careful shots 
are taken, but the .223 is usually not the caliber of 
choice in these scenarios. This temporary cavity loca
tion issue is a serious concern in entry scenarios. 

The fragmenting .308 loads have no serious 
problems (although some designs are better than oth
ers), and have dramatic advantages in minimizing un
intended casualties. The fragmenting .223 loads effec
tively minimize unintended casualty risks, but these 
loads have serious effectiveness concerns (as do all 
known .223 loads) in common deployment scenarios. 
There has been a virtual law enforcement stampede to 
the .223 in the last year or so, and everybody is looking 
for a really effective load. We aren 't there yet, and 
may never get there. 

Note that this description of trauma from 
fragmentation does not apply to handgun bullets be
cause the small temporary cavity does not create 
enough stress to cause significant tearing even in 
weakened tissue. This same situation exists whenever 
the temporary cavity is small, rifle or handgun. And 
that is where things get a little sticky. 

References 

The .223 is an acceptable military caliber be
cause it is adequate in creating military incapacitation 
(stop and go to MASH and get treatment) and not be
cause it is adequate in creating law enforcement inca
pacitation (stop everything now). The 55 grain M 1 93 
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LITERATURE REVIEW Martin L. Fackler, MD, FA CS 

The Need for a Method to Deal with 
Editorial Abuse of Power 

Although it was covered extensively in the media, 
some of our readers might not be aware that Dr. George 
Lundberg was fired as editor of the Journal of the American 
Medical Association (JAMA) for publishing (in JAMA) an 
article in which a poll taken on a college campus found that 
most students did not consider that oral sex counted as "hav
ing sex". He published this article as President Clinton's im
peachment was about to begin. 

The following letter was sent for publication in CBE 
Views, the journal of the Council of Biology editors (CBE), of 
which your editor is a member. It was rejected "Because 
space in CBE Views is exceptionally limited at present, we 
are printing only those letters deemed to be of broadest inter
est to our readers." 

It seems to me that this rejection provides yet another 
example of the very editorial abuse of power about which the 
letter was written: this time in the form of suppression of cor
rections and uncongenial views. 

As has been our custom, we publish this letter both 
for the interest of our readers, in support of the IWBA State
ment of Purpose, and to record it as a possibly useful example 
when the scholarly community gets around to addressing the 
problem. 

To the Editor: 
In the "From the President" column of the July

August issue of CBE Views, I read the "CBE's mission is to 
promote excellence in the communication of scientific infor
mation, . . .  ". The sentiments expressed in the following arti
cles, dealing with the Lundberg dismissal, however, struck me 
as incongruous to that mission. What has college students' 
views on whether oral sex counts as "having sex" or not to do 
with communicating "scientific information"? How can any 
objective observer who exhibits the least degree of scholarly 
detachment fail to agree with Dr. Anderson that this subject 
"has nothing to do with science or medicine"? 

Several years ago I attended a weekend CBE Work
shop on Peer Review. I was surprised by the overall laudatory 
view of the peer �eview system - which con!I'�ts P,eatly with 
its abject failure m the field of wound balhsttcs. I made an 
unpopular comment at the end of the wor�shop, sugg�sting 
that editors could not evaluate the peer revtew system m the 
detached, objective, manner that scientific method demands -
because they have too much to gain from minimizing its defi
ciencies. I have found especially troubling the refusal of jour
nal editors to publish letters correcting errors that have gone 
undetected by their editorial or peer review. 1 I spoke to man� 
at the workshop regarding the need for a method to hold edt-

tors accountable: to give the author an honest hearing on mat
ters of objective fact. Few were enthusiastic -- except Dr. ' 
Richard Horton of The Lancet. Although the tendency of ab
solute power to corrupt is undeniable, apparently few editors 
who possess such power also possess the wisdom to recog
nize its potential for adversely affecting their judgment. 

Judging from the "Dialogue" section of CBE Views, 
CBE members are upset by Dr. Lundberg's dismissal. They 
consider it a " . . .  gross violation of editorial independence . . . .  ". 
It appears that they are in favor of absolute editorial power 
and are apparently unconcerned about the misuse of this 
power. I feel that this is a neither a responsible nor an intellec
tually defensible position for the CBE. Only a small percent
age of editorial abuse of power comes to light; since the edi
tor, using absolute power, can usually suppress or silence 
complaints. When one editor fails to uphold the basic tenets of 
scholarly publishing, this weakens the scientific literature and 
reflects negatively on all of us. I believe we sorely need a 
method of dealing with editorial misconduct when it occurs. 

A Proposed Method to Deal with 
Editorial Abuse of Power 

I suggest that exposing incidents of editorial abuse of 
power in a forum of editorial peers might help to counteract 
the corrupting effects of absolute editorial power. What better 
way to accomplish this than by publishing the particulars of 
editorial abuses in CBE Views? In hopes that the editor of 
CBE Views might see fit to support the integrity of the scien
tific literature in this manner, I have outlined below two ex
amples. One describes a well documented and long standing 
editorial bias in lAMA, and other medical journals, which has 
been responsible for widespread deception of the public and 
has supported ill-advised and counterproductive legislation. 
The second is a particular case, involving lAMA, which illus
trates another aspect of that same bias. 

Example 1 
In the late 1970s, physicians from the American pub

lic health community apparently saw the opportunity for pub
licity and political exposure in the emotionally charged way 
the media presents incidents involving firearms. Despite lack
ing expertise about firearms and their effects, and ignoring 
that crime (with or without guns) is clearly in the purview of 
the criminologist, these physicians declared gun violence an 
"epidemic", and entered into a campaign whose objective is 
the governmental banning and confiscation of firearms. To 
further this goal, these physicians formed alliances with anti
gun political lobbying organizations. Medical journals, 
including JAMA, became willing partners in this anti-gun 
advocacy.2 
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Unfortunately, but perhaps not surprisingly, the re
sulting public health anti-gun advocacy literature is character
ized by an emotionally driven, lack of scholarly detachment. 
Prominent "researchers" openly admit an overwhelming 
"hate" of firearms - yet, contrary to the basic tenets of scien
tific method, they continue to do "research" on a subject about 
which their "hate" precludes rational evaluation. Grossly 
inaccurate hyperbole, and failure to adhere to basic scientific 
method seem to "slip through" any editorial or peer review 
process -- so long as it supports the anti-gun advocacy. And 
when in print these abuses are protected from the corrective 
effects of dissent and criticism - by editorial refusal to publish 
corrections? Concrete examples of deception by half-truth, 
failure to address contrary data, selecting and manipulating 
data to validate preordained conclusions, falsifYing references, 
and more, are explained in detail in reference two, "Guns and 
Public Health: Epidemic of Violence or Pandemic of Propa
ganda?" The first author of this imposing analysis is a highly 
regarded criminologist and lawyer, the second is a Professor 
of Genetics and Biomathematics, and the last three are physi
cian academic scholars from Columbia and Harvard Medical 
Schools. 

Any reader who recognizes the necessity for scien
tific writing to adhere to the tenets of scholarship and scien
tific method must read reference two. Readers unfamiliar with 
the subject will be shocked. Their first reaction will be disbe
lief; how could such disregard for scientific method, scholar
ship, honesty, and integrity have found its way into the medi
cal literature?. The meticulous analysis by Kates, et al} how
ever, removes any doubt that the public has been seriously 
misled by the anti-gun political advocates - with the complic
ity of otherwise well respected medical journals. 

Example 2 
In the early 1 990s, the public health anti-gun advo

cacy was focused on "assault rifles". It became politically 
correct to exaggerate, beyond all reason, the destructive ca
pacity of the "assault rifle" projectile -- the military full metal 
j acketed bullet. The facts of military history, however, posed 
a problem: the purpose of the full metal jacketed design was 
specifically to decrease or limit a bullet 's disruption of tissue. 
The editors of JAMA apparently sought to solve that problem 
in an innovative way: they would just change the historical 
facts. They went to the works of Theodor Kocher, the highly 
renowned Nobel Prize winner and Professor of Surgery 
whose research had led to the development of the full metal 
j acketed bullet. In the "JAMA 1 00 years ago" column they 
published an interpretation of a speech made by Kocher in 
1 894. By transposing Kocher 's description of the wounding 
effects produced by the earlier large caliber lead bullets with 
that of the smaller caliber fo.ll metal jacketed bullets which 
replaced them, the JAMA article made it appear as if the mili
tary full metal jacketed bullets caused greater tissue disrup
tion than their predecessors. Actually, the full metal jacketed 
bullets produced Jar less tissue disruption than the large de-

forming lead bullets they replaced -- that was the essence of 
Kocher 's speech. This was har-dly an insignificant error. 

My coauUJ r in Olll' ·review of U1c wound ballistics 
works of Theodor Kocher3 noted the en·or, telephoned me and 
sent me a copy of the arti,clc in question.'' l le and I then sent a 
letter to the editor of JAMA to correct the error. We received a 
rejection stating that our letter "did not receive a high enough 
priority rating for publication". It is hard to understand how 
our correction, which reverses completely the sum and sub
stance of a published paper, could have rated so low -- unless 
JAMA 's anti-gun political bias was a factor in the decision. 

We have published a description of these events, 
along with our letter of correction, in the Wound Ballistics 
Review.5 We have published these facts, as we have with 
previous incidents of editorial abuse of power, 1 to make the 
incident available for study by the scholarly community. 

As editor of the Wound Ballistics Review, my very 
top priority for publication is the correction of any substantial 
errors that have been pointed out. There is no argument about 
this: errors get corrected. I feel strongly that failing to correct 
significant errors is serious editorial misconduct. From the 
preceding evidence it appears to me that some method to deal 
with editorial abuse of power is sorely needed. I have sug
gested one. 
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GUNS AND PUBLIC HEALTH: EPIDEMIC OF VIOLENCE OR 
PANDEMIC OF PROPAGANDA? REPRINTS AVAILABLE 

We are happy to announce that the reprints of Kates, et 
a l .  (Ref 2 in the above letter) are available from the IWBA. We 
thank IWBA member Ed Bachner, Vice President of Second 
Chance Body Armor Company for having these reprints of the 
Tennessee Law Review article made and donating them to the 
IWBA so we can make them avai lable to our readers for the price 
of shipping and handl ing,  which is $5.00. Send a written request 
for the " Kates Reference 2 reprint" and a check for $5 USD to 
IWBA, PO Box 701 , El Segundo, CA 90245. 

We think making this outstanding work of scholarship 
available is especially useful since copying such an 84 page arti
cle at a library is both time consuming and costly. We hope that 
making Kates, et al. more easily availabi l ity will assist the schol
arly and academic communities - and possibly even the media -

to recognize and expose the failure of the medical community (my 
colleagues, I am ashamed to admit) to adhere not only to scientific 
method but to the basic tenets of honesty and integrity. 
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IWBA STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The widespread misinformation and lack of understanding concerning ballistic injury are well known to anyone who 

understands the subject and keeps up with its literature. The undesirable consequences of thes� deficiencies range from substandard 

gunshot wound treatment to lessened law enforcement effectiveness. 
The effects of penetrating projectiles on the body is of vital concern to trauma surgeons, weapon designers and users, and 

those involved with the forensic aspects of ballistic trauma. Yet, we know of no other organization that deals with the subject 

exclusively and in depth. Papers containing ballistic injury data appear in widely scattered sources, since many groups include 

projectile effects peripherally in their interests. In each source, however, wound ballistics papers comprise a very small percentage of 

the total, and most of these papers contain numerous errors. Wound ballistics expertise is sparse, and human inertia being what it is, 

once in print, errors are likely to go uncorrected. Even when discredited by letters to the editor, these substandard papers remain in the 

literature to mislead the unwary. 
What needs to be done? First, the valid literature needs to be identified. This will give the interested reader the scientific 

background material on which to build a solid understanding of the subject. Next, an ongoing periodic critical review of the wound 

ballistics literature needs to be initiated. Finally, an easily accessible source of wound ballistics expertise needs to be established. 

The International Wound Ballistics Association has been founded to fill these needs. The IWBA publishes a journal, the 

Wound Ballistics Review, which contains original articles and reviews of other publications. By focusing its expertise upon the 

literature relating to wound ballistics, the IWBA hopes to stimulate an increased awareness among editors, writers, and readers and to 

help minimize future inaccuracies. Additionally, the International Wound Ballistics Association is prepared to offer expertise to assist 

any publication concerned with avoiding error and maintaining technical accuracy. 
The IWBA encourages skepticism. We are convinced that only by encouraging active questioning, reevaluation and 

verification of views, data and cherished beliefs, etc. in the open literature can wound ballistics assume "its full potential as a science. 
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Dues 

The IWBA has only a single class of membership ("member"); but an individual or an organization can be a "subscriber" to 
receive the IWBA Journal without membership status. 

Dues are $40 for the period covering four issues of the IWBA Journal (published semi-annually starting in 1 995) for both 
members and subscribers. Mailing cost surcharges of $8. for Canadian and Mexican addresses and $ 1 8. for other foreign 
addresses for the four issues are required with the dues. Prepayment in US funds, drawn from a US bank is required. Other 
options exist for foreign payments, contact the IWBA office for details. 

Qualification for Membership 
1)  Persons in the following categories can become IWBA members by submitting the appropriate documentation, indicating the 

category and paying the dues. 
a) Prior IWBA members 
b) Full-time law enforcement officers (copy ofiD badge, business card) 
c) Members in good standing of any of the following organizations: (certificate/member listing) 

Association of Firearms Toolmark Examiners 
American Academy of Forensic Sciences 
American College of Emergency Physicians 
American College of Surgeons 
Societe Fran9aise Ballistique Lesionelle 

2) Persons who have contributed to the body of knowledge in wound ballistics (either by adding to the scholarship or by 
disseminating that body of knowledge) may apply for membership by submitting to the IWBA a letter of application along with 
evidence supporting their qualifications. Acceptance by the IWBA Membership Committee and payment of the dues will confer 
membership. 

3) Persons who have an interest in learning wound ballistics but who do not qualify under any of the above categories may apply 
for membership by submitting to the IWBA a letter of application stating their reasons for wishing membership and including 
two letters attesting to their integrity and good character from IWBA members or persons who would qualify for IWBA 
membership in section 1 above. Acceptance by the IWBA Membership Committee and payment of the dues will confer 
membership. 

Application as a Subscriber 

An individual or an organization can become a subscriber by paying the dues and requesting the IWBA Journal without 
membership status. 
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